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CHAPTER 1. Introduction 
This thesis discusses some new aspects of statistical methodology in dealing with 
missing data problems and the application of missing data methods to biological re­
search. As missing data problems become more commonplace in complex biological 
research and other areas, a method with relaxed assumptions while flexible enough to 
accommodate a wide range of situations is highly desired. The nonparametric imputa­
tion method proposed in this thesis has great potential for addressing many problems 
involving missing data. Missing data methods are known to be indispensable when some 
observations are not available due to reasons beyond the researcher's control, such as 
instrument malfunction, human error or nonresponse. We will show that missing data 
methods are also highly valuable from an experimental design point of view. Researchers 
may choose to obtain measurements for some variables on only a subset of objects out 
of financial or time constraints. The selective transcriptional profiling approach consid­
ered in this thesis is a good example of using missing data methodology to improve the 
efficiency of statistical inference in studying gene regulation networks. First we shall 
review several topics important to later discussion in the thesis. More literature reviews 
can be found in the introduction sections of Chapter 2 to Chapter 4. The organization 
of this thesis is outlined at the end of this chapter. 
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1.1 Missing Data Problems 
Missing data problems can occur in many statistical settings. It is thus unsurprising 
that researchers have shown great interest in methods dealing with missing data since the 
early half of the twentieth century. Wilks (1932) studied maximum likelihood estimation 
for multivariate normal models with fragmentary data, and this topic has since been 
studied intensively by Anderson (1957) and other researchers. Yates (1933), Bartlett 
(1937), and Healy and Westmacott (1956) introduced the idea of filling in missing values 
with least square estimates, which is a special form of imputation. Missing data methods 
have flourished since the early 1970's with the advance of computation technology, which 
makes it possible to carry out previously laborious numerical calculations. Important 
developments include the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 1977), multiple 
imputation (Rubin, 1987), weighted estimating equations (Robins, Rotnitzky, and Zhao, 
1994), and the wide spread adoption of bootstrap and Bayesian methods, among others. 
Commonly used methods for missing data problems are reviewed in Chapter 2, and an 
excellent source of general information is Little and Rubin (2002). In this section, we 
give more details on the mechanisms that lead to missing data. 
An important issue for missing data mechanisms is whether the missingness of a 
certain variable is related to the unobserved value of that variable in the data set. This 
question is crucial since methods dealing with missing data depend on assumptions made 
on the dependency in these mechanisms. For illustration, consider a random sample 
Zi, i = 1,..., n. Suppose Z* = (Xi: Yj)T, where X, is always observed but Yi is subject to 
missingness. This is called a multivariate two pattern in the nomenclature of Little and 
Rubin (2002), and it is the pattern created by double (or two stage) sampling designs. 
Readers are referred to Rubin (1987) for discussion on general missing patterns. Denote 
6i as the indicator of observation, i.e., Si — 1 if Y* is observed and = 0 if Yi is missing. Let 
A and X represent {^}"=1 and {Xi}™=1 respectively. Let Yobs represent all the observed 
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Fj's and let Ym i s  represent all the missing V^'s. Also let Z be the full data, including 
the missing values. The missing data mechanism is characterized by the conditional 
distribution of A given Z, say /(A|Z,</>), where <j> denotes unknown parameters. 
The data are called missing completely at random (MCAR), if the missingness does 
not depend on the values in Z, i.e., 
/(A|Z,^) = /(A|^). 
The MCAR condition is very strong and not always satisfied. It is often achieved by 
the design of the experiment. A less restrictive assumption for missingness is that the 
missingness depends on X and Yobs, but not on Yrms, that is 
/(A|Z,^) = /(A|X,Y^,^). 
The missing data mechanism in this case is called missing at random (MAR). The missing 
mechanism becomes nonignorable or not missing at random (NMAR) if the distribution 
of A also depends on Ym i s .  
When also assuming that the joint distribution of (Zj, d,j) is independent across units, 
in which case the missingness in one observation does not depend on other observations, 
the MCAR condition simplifies to 
P(ôi = 1 | Zi) — <j), 
with 4> being a constant. Accordingly, the data are missing at random if 
P(& = l|Zi) = f(& = i|;Q. (1.1) 
Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) introduced an assumption called strongly ignorable 
missing at random, which assumes that % and 5; are conditionally independent given 
the value of the always observable variable Xiy i.e., 
% -L & I (12) 
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Condition (1.2) is stronger than (1.1), it is very useful for dealing with missing data 
p r o b l e m s  i n  n o n p a r a m e t r i c  o r  s e m i p a r a m e t r i c  s e t t i n g s .  T h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  P ( S i  =  1  |  X t )  
is called the response propensity score, it is shown that conditioning on propensity score 
can remove the bias caused by missing mechanisms under strongly ignorable missing at 
random (Little, 1986). 
In this thesis, we focus on cases of MAR (including MCAR) for parametric models 
and use the strongly ignorable missing at random assumption in nonparametric and 
semiparametric settings. NMAR is the most realistic assumption in many situations, 
but dealing with data NMAR is analytically difficult and requires strong assumptions on 
missing mechanisms. In some empirical settings, the MAR assumption has been shown 
to give better performance than methods based on more natural NMAR assumption 
(Rubin, Stern, and Vehovar, 1995). 
1.2 Estimating Equations and Empirical Likelihood 
The empirical likelihood method introduced by Owen (1988, 1990) is a nonparametric 
method of statistical inference. It provides likelihood ratio statistics for parameters by 
profiling a nonparametric likelihood, which is analogous to that used for parametric 
models. Given random sample Zi,..., Zn, the empirical likelihood function of F, the 
CDF for Z, is 
L ( F )  =  l [ d F ( z l )  =  l l p i ,  (1.3) 
i=1 i=l 
where pi = dF(zi) = Pr(Zi = %). Obviously, (1.3) is maximized by the empirical 
distribution function Fn(z) = n_1 X]™=i < z)- The advantage of empirical likelihood 
is discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4. We are especially interested in empirical 
likelihood based inference for estimating equations when data are missing. 
Estimating equations provide an highly flexible tool to describe parameters and 
corresponding statistics (Godambe, 1991; Heyde, 1997). Suppose i.i.d. random vari­
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ables Zi G Rd, i = 1,...,n, are from an unknown distribution F, which is associated 
with a p-dimensional parameter 6 and a r-dimensional estimating function g(Z, 9) with 
Eg(Z,6) = 0. In the just identified case, i.e., when p = r, the true value 90 may be 
estimated by solving the estimating equations 
(1.4) 
n i=l 
for 9. In econometrics, there is great interest to the over identified case with r > p. 
In this case (1.4) usually has no solution. The generalized method of moments (GMM, 
Hansen, 1982) looks for a estimator 0 that comes close to solving (1.4). The empirical 
likelihood method can be used to handle both just identified and over identified cases. 
The construction of empirical likelihood for estimating equations as discussed in Qin 
and Lawless (1994) is summarized below. 
The profile empirical likelihood for 9 is derived by maximizing (1.3) subject to re­
strictions 
n n 
P i >  0, = 1, ^ 2 p i g ( Z h 9 )  = 0. (1.5) 
i= 1 i— 1 
The maximum may be found via Lagrange multipliers. Let 
H  = logR + A(l - - ntT ^ 2 p i g ( Z i ,9), 
i— 1 i — 1 i—1 
where A and t  =  ( t \ , . . . ,  t r ) T  are Lagrange multipliers. Taking derivatives with respect 
t o  P i ,  b y  d H / d p i  =  0 ,  w e  c a n  g e t  A  —  n ,  
1 1 
Pi 
n  1  +  t T g ( Z i ,  9 )  '  
By the last restriction in (1.5), we also have 
o = gra(z„ S) = i g ÏTFiz-ëjg^.e), 
from which t can be determined in terms of 6. The profile empirical likelihood function 
for 9 is now defined as 
6 
and the log empirical likelihood ratio is defined as 
= ^iog{i + r (%(%,# 
Under the conditions described in Qin and Lawless (1994), L{9) attains the maximum at 
9 in a neighborhood of the true parameter value 90. It is then shown that the maximum 
empirical likelihood estimator 9 satisfies 
Qin and Lawless (1994) also give a nonparametric version of Wilks' theorem, that is, 
The property of Bartlett correction is also applicable to empirical likelihood (DiCi-
ccio, Hall, and Romano, 1991; Chen and Cui, 2006), which is another parallel between 
empirical likelihood and parametric likelihood. The empirical likelihood ratio statistic 
can also be calibrated by bootstrap, which often gives superior coverage properties in 
practice (Hall and La Scala, 1990). 
1.3 Statistical Issues in Microarray Data Analysis 
Microarray technology has become a commonly used tool in biological research. Ex­
periments using Affymetrix chips or cDNA arrays can provide a snap shot of the tran­
scriptional activities of thousands of genes in a single experiment. It is thus possible to 
monitor the changes of the whole transcriptome over different time points, tissue types, 
or physiological states, which was previously impossible. There is also great interest 
in using microarray as a diagnosis tool in detecting important diseases. For general 




information regarding microarrays, one can consult the book edited by Speed (2003) or 
numerous other references. 
However, microarray experiments do pose serious challenges to statistical methodol­
ogy. One problem is the presence of systematic bias caused by variations in experimental 
conditions. Examples include variations in the labeling efficiency, DNA spotting, amount 
of RNA, scanning conditions, among others. Thus normalization is required to remove 
systematic effects of confounding factors before making inference on biological prob­
lems. Commonly used methods for normalization of microarray data can be found in 
Cui, Kerr, and Churchill (2002); Dudoit et al. (2002); Yang et al. (2002); Irizarry et al. 
(2003); Bolstad et al. (2003). 
Another challenge is due to the sheer volume of information obtained in a microarray 
experiment. It is the norm that data are collected on thousands of genes with only a small 
number of biological samples. Since statistical inferences are carried out on each and 
every gene, extreme multiple testing problems must be dealt with. The commonly used 
method in this situation is the false discovery rate approach (Benjamini and Hochberg, 
1995), or empirical Bayes methods (Efron, Tibshirani, Storey, and Tusher, 2001; Storey, 
2002). A Bayesian model selection method has also been proposed in balancing false 
rejection and false nonrejection (Ishwaran and Rao, 2003). 
There are also different approaches in selecting test statistics. In making inference on 
each gene separately, t-tests, ANOVA, or mixed models all can be used. Methods are also 
proposed in order to borrow strength across genes in estimating the gene-specific variance 
(Baldi and Long, 2001; Wright and Simon, 2003; Smyth, 2004; Cui et al., 2005). Since 
the expression measurements can demonstrate significant nonnormahty, semiparametric 
models might be of advantage in certain situations (Strimmer, 2003; Newton, Noueiry, 
Sarkar, and Ahlquist, 2004). Recently, there are also attempts to integrate normalization 
and data analysis (Fan, Peng, and Huang, 2005; Huang, Wang, and Zhang, 2005). 
For practitioners, there is another challenge posed by the high cost of microarray 
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chips. Thus designing experiments that can achieve good power within financial con­
straints is an important consideration. 
1.4 Quantitative Trait Locus Mapping 
Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) are genetic regions on a chromosome that control 
certain quantitative traits, such as crop yield or body fat. QTL mapping involves con­
struction of genomic maps and testing for association between traits and polymorphic 
markers. A significant association provides evidence that a QTL is near the marker. The 
progress in sequencing the whole genomes of various organisms greatly facilitated QTL 
mapping experiments as genomic maps with dense marker spacing can more easily be 
constructed. General reviews of QTL-mapping methods can be found in Broman (2001) 
and Doerge (2001). 
In searching for QTLs, one can do testing on single markers or perform interval map­
ping. For the interval mapping method, since markers are observed at known locations, 
the genotypes between the locations are missing, which will leads to mixture distribu­
tions at putative loci. Statistical models for QTL mapping include linear regression 
models (Cowen, 1989; Haley and Knott, 1992; Moreno-Gozales, 1992), and likelihood 
based mixture models (Lander and Botstein, 1989). Multiple QTL models have been 
studied in Jansen (1993); Zeng (1994); Kao, Zeng, and Teasdale (1999) and others. 
There is also research in the generalization to different experimental designs (e.g., Song 
et al., 1999; Zeng et al., 2000) and to multiple and categorical traits (Jiang and Zeng, 
1997; Henshall and Goddard, 1999). Nonparametric methods in QTL mapping have also 
been proposed (Kruglyak and Lander, 1995). Zou, Fine, and Yandell (2002) proposed 
semiparametric mixture modeling using empirical likelihood. 
Since the entire genome (or at least several regions) is tested for the presence of QTL 
and the test statistics are not independent among loci, there is a common problem in 
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determining the significance threshold of the test statistic. In addition to asymptotic 
approximations (Dupuis and Siegmund, 1999), Doerge and Churchill (1996) proposed 
permutation testing and Zeng, Kao, and Hasten (1999) discussed bootstrap resampling. 
As it is often the case that the effect of a QTL is small, research on better methods and 
experimental designs for detecting association between QTL and traits is ongoing. 
Jansen and Nap (2001, 2004) used the term genetical genomics to describe QTL 
mapping when transcriptional abundance as measured by microarrays is used as the 
trait. More on this topic can be found in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
1.5 Thesis Organization 
The following three chapters consist of three manuscripts on missing data methods 
and applications to biological problems. 
Chapter 2 is a technical report, a shorter version of which is prepared for submission 
to Biometrika. We propose a nonparametric imputation method for data with miss­
ing values. The inference on the parameter defined by general estimating equations is 
performed using an empirical likelihood method. It is shown that nonparametric im­
putation together with empirical likelihood inference can reduce the bias and improve 
efficiency of the estimate when compared with inference using only complete cases of 
the data set. The confidence regions obtained by empirical likelihood demonstrate good 
coverage properties. Since our method is valid under very weak assumptions while also 
possessing the flexibility inherent to estimating equations and empirical likelihood, we 
expect that it can be applied to a wide range of problems. An example is given using 
mouse eye weight and gene expression data. 
Chapter 3 is a paper published in Biometrics (online early version D01:10.1111/j.l541-
0420.2005.00491.x, with the print version to appear), in which we proposed a selective 
transcriptional profiling approach in improving efficiency and affordability of geneti-
10 
cal genomics research. Genetical genomics is an approach that blends QTL mapping 
and microarray technology, and has shown great promise in dissecting gene regulation 
networks. However, the high cost of microarrays tends to limit the adoption of the stan­
dard genetical genomics approach. In a missing data framework, we proposed selective 
transcriptional profiling, in which only a subset of objects are subjected to microarray 
experiments. It is shown that this approach can significantly reduce experimental cost 
while still achieving satisfactory power. 
Chapter 4 is a paper prepared for submission, in which we developed empirical like­
lihood based inference for multi-sample comparison problems using data with surrogate 
variables. It is shown that the empirical likelihood ratio statistic still has a chi-square 
calibration for parameters defined by estimating equations in the presence of auxiliary 
data. By applying this result to selective transcriptional profiling, we show that the idea 
of using relatively inexpensive trait data on extra individuals to improve the power of 
test for association between a QTL and gene transcriptional abundance also applies to 
the empirical likelihood based method. Thus selective transcriptional profiling approach 
can also be employed using nonparametric methods. 
Chapter 5 is a brief summary and general discussion. 
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CHAPTER 2. Nonparametric Imputation of Missing Values 
for Estimating Equation Based Inference 
Dong Wang and Song Xi Chen 
Abstract: We propose a nonparametric imputation procedure for data with missing val­
ues and establish empirical likelihood based inference for parameters defined by general 
estimating equations. The imputation is carried out multiple times via a nonparamet­
ric estimator of the conditional distribution of the missing component given the always 
observable component of the random vector under study. The empirical likelihood is 
used to construct a profile likelihood for the parameter of interest. We demonstrate that 
the proposed nonparametric imputation can correct the selection bias in the missingness 
and empirical likelihood leads to more efficient parameter estimation. The proposed 
method is evaluated by simulation and an empirical study on the relationship between 
eye weight and gene transcriptional abundance of recombinant inbred mice. 
KEY WORDS: Empirical likelihood; Estimating equations; Kernel estimator; Missing 
at random. 
2.1 Introduction 
Missing data are encountered in many statistical applications. A major undertaking 
in biological research is to integrate data generated by different experiments and tech­
nologies. Examples include the effort by genenetwork.org and other data depositories 
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to combine genetics, rnicroarray data and phenotypes accumulated over the years in the 
study of recombinant inbred mouse lines (Wang, Williams, and Manly, 2003). But one 
problem in using measurements from multiple experiments is that often times different 
research projects choose to perform experiments on different subsets of mouse strains. 
This leads to the situation that only a portion of the strains have all the measurements, 
while other strains have missing measurements. The current practice of using only com­
plete measurements is undesirable since the selection bias in the missingness can cause 
the parameter estimators to be inconsistent. Even in the absence of the selection bias, 
the complete measurements based inference is generally not efficient as it throws away 
the data with missing values. 
Substantial research has been done on methods dealing with missing data problems in 
survey sampling, longitudinal data analysis, and multivariate analysis. Recently, there is 
increasing interest in nonrandomized observational studies in which the inference on the 
causal effect can be viewed as a missing data problem (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983). 
Little and Rubin (2002) is an excellent source of general information on missing data 
methods. 
Most methods in missing data analysis employ certain parametric models. When 
a parametric model can be defined for all the variables, including those with miss­
ing values, the maximum likelihood method can be used for inference, which has been 
greatly facilitated by the research on the EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin, 
1977). Multiple imputation is another popular method which creates multiple "com­
plete" datasets by making random draws from the predictive distribution of the missing 
values, each dataset is analyzed using a standard complete-data method, and all the 
complete-data inferences are then combined to form one inference that properly reflects 
the uncertainty due to nonresponse (Rubin, 1987; Little and Rubin, 2002). Though the 
theoretical justification of multiple imputation is Bayesian, the idea of multiple imputa­
tion has been applied to other methods, such as the hot-deck imputation (Herzog and 
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Rubin, 1983). Kim and Fuller (2004) proposed fractional hot deck imputation in the 
survey setting, in which multiple values are drawn from the same imputation cell of 
the missing observation, and a weight is assigned to each imputed value. If one specifies 
prior distributions on the parameters as well as on the missing variables, a fully Bayesian 
inference is available. To make inference under more relaxed assumptions, Robins, Rot-
nitzky, and Zhao (1994, 1995), and Robins and Rotnitzky (1995) proposed the weighted 
estimating equation (WEE) method using parametrically estimated propensity scores. 
WEE is more robust against model misspecification, although correct specification of 
the conditional distribution of the missing variables given the observed data is often 
needed to achieve the optimal efficiency. 
Nonparametric methods have also been proposed for missing data problems. Tit-
terington (1977) and Titterington and Mill (1983) discussed using a kernel method to 
estimate a multivariate density from data with incomplete observations. When the pa­
rameter of interest is the mean of the response variable, Cheng (1994) proposed using 
the kernel conditional mean estimator to impute the missing values. Hahn (1998), Hi-
rano, Imbens, and Ridder (2003) and others studied the estimation of average treatment 
effects using nonparametrically estimated propensity scores. Since in treatment effect 
problems, the response of any unit can only be observed under one treatment, it can be 
seen as a missing data problem. In a similar setting, Chen, Hong, and Tarozzi (2004) 
discussed semiparametric efficient estimation using the generalized method of moments. 
In this paper we consider the estimation of parameters defined by a set of estimating 
equations when missing values are present. The model framework of the general esti­
mating equations is semiparametric and contains a large number of parameters. To suit 
the general nature of parameters defined by the estimating equations, we propose a non­
parametric imputation procedure that generates multiple copies of the missing values via 
a kernel estimator of the conditional distribution of the missing variables given the fully 
observable variables. The imputed data and the original data set are combined to form 
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an expanded data set on which the estimating equations are constructed. An empirical 
likelihood ratio statistic for the parameter is formulated based on the the expanded data 
via estimating equations where the estimating functions involving incomplete observa­
tions are averaged over the imputed values to reduce the variability caused by imputing 
from the conditional distribution function. The resulting maximum empirical likelihood 
estimator of the parameter is consistent and more efficient than the estimator based on 
the complete portion of the data only. In particular, when the number of the estimat­
ing equations is the same as the dimension of the parameter, the proposed estimator 
attains the semiparametric efficiency bound. Empirical likelihood (EL) proposed by 
Owen (1988, 1990) is a technique that provides a profile likelihood in nonparametric or 
semiparametric settings. The empirical likelihood for parameters defined by estimating 
equations as established in Qin and Lawless (1994) (without missing values) is a flexible 
and effective device for incorporating extra data information. Wang and Rao (2002) de­
veloped an empirical likelihood inference for the mean parameter with missing responses 
where the missing values were imputed with a kernel estimator of the conditional mean. 
This paper establishes empirical likelihood based inference for general parameters in the 
presence of missing values. 
The paper is structured as follows. The proposed nonparametric imputation method 
is described in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 contains the main theoretical results. Results 
from two simulation studies are reported in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 analyzes a dataset on 
recombinant inbred mice by applying our method. Theoretical derivations are deferred 
to the Appendix. 
2.2 Nonparametric Imputation 
Let Zi = ( X l , Y ? ) T  for i  — 1, • • • , n be a set of independent and identically dis­
tributed random vectors, where %/s are (/^-dimensional and are always observable, and 
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Yi s are dy-dimensional and are subject to missingness. Let 0 be a p-dimensional param­
eter of the unknown distribution of Zi so that E{g(Zi, 0)} = 0, where g(Z, 9) represents 
a r-dimensional estimating function. Here r > p, that is, the number of estimating 
equations, r, is not smaller than the dimension of 9. See Godambe (1991) and Boos 
(1992) for comprehensive reviews of estimating equation based inference. The interest 
of this paper is regarding the inference on 9 when some of the F,'s are missing. 
Define the missing indicator Si = 1 when Y% is observed and S, = 0 otherwise. 
We assume that S and Y are conditionally independent given X, namely the strongly 
ignorable missing at random condition proposed by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), which 
has also been assumed in Cheng (1994), Wang and Rao (2002) and other studies. This 
assumption implies 
P(d = 1 | y,X) = P(6 = 1 | X) =: p(X), 
where p ( X )  is the response propensity score given X .  A non-constant p ( X )  indicates 
the existence of selection bias in the missingness. 
Let F ( y  |  X , )  be the conditional distribution of Y  given X  =  X , .  For a missing Y u  
we propose to impute a value Yi that is randomly generated from the following kernel 
estimator of F(y \ Xi) based on the complete portion (no missing values) of the sample: 
Here W(•) is a ^-dimensional kernel function that is a bounded and symmetric proba­
bility density function; h is the bandwidth satisfying h —> 0 and nhdx —> oc as n —> oo; 
and /(•) is the ^-dimensional indicator function. In particular, we say Yi < y if each 
component of V, is less than or equal to the corresponding component in y. 
We can see that YJ is effectively drawn from a discrete distribution such that the 
probability of selecting a Yi with Si = 1 is 
(2.2) 
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To reduce the variability of the imputed estimating function based on a single draw, we 
make k independent draws {Ylv}l=l from F(y\X,,) and use 
= ^ (^,0) + (1 - (2.3) 
1^—1 
as the estimation function for the i-th observation. Now the expanded sample consists 
of {Zi}?= i where 
Zu if Si = 1; 
% = <  ( 2 - 4 )  
A popular method of imputation is to impute a missing Yi by the conditional mean 
of Y given X = Xi as proposed in Yates (1933) under a parametric regression model and 
in Cheng (1994) and Wang and Rao (2002) via the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator 
for the conditional mean. However, it may not work for other parameters, for instance, 
quantiles or correlation coefficients. Neither is it generally applicable to the case of miss­
ing covariates in a regression context. The proposed nonparametric imputation from the 
conditional distribution is more generally applicable in the setting of estimating equa­
tions. We will show that when 9 is a mean related parameter, the proposed imputation 
method leads to a parameter estimator that has the same efficiency as that obtained by 
the conditional mean imputation. 
2.3 Empirical Likelihood 
With the imputed estimation equations, the usual estimating equation approach can 
be used to make inference on 9, since g(Zi, 9) is asymptotically unbiased. In this article, 
we carry out a likelihood type inference using empirical likelihood (EL). 
Empirical likelihood possesses two key properties of a conventional parametric likeli­
hood. One is that the log likelihood ratio converges to a chi-square distribution, namely 
Wilks' theorem; and the other is the delicate second order property of Bartlett cor­
rection. A major advantage of empirical likelihood is that it has no predetermined 
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shape of the confidence region, instead it produces regions that reflect the features of 
the dataset. The applications of empirical likelihood are greatly expanded when it is 
combined with estimating equations. For complete data, Qin and Lawless (1994) es­
tablished the chi-square calibration of empirical likelihood applied to general estimating 
equations for both just identified and over identified cases. Chen and Cui (2006) estab­
lished Bartlett correction for empirical likelihood for general estimating equations in the 
presence of nuisance parameters. Our proposal of using empirical likelihood in conjunc­
tion with nonparametric imputation is especially attractive, since it requires very few 
assumptions for both imputation and inference while it retains the flexibility inherent 
to empirical likelihood and estimating equations. 
Based on the reconstructed sample {Z,}"=1, the profile empirical likelihood for 0 is 
defined as 
n n n 
L ( 9 )  = sup | > 0 , ^ 2 P i  = = oj,  
i= 1 i=1 i~ 1 
where p i  represents the weight placed on g ( Z i , 9 ) .  By introducing Lagrange multipliers 
and following the standard derivation of EL (Qin and Lawless, 1994), it can be shown 
that the optimal pt is 
_ 1 1 
* " ^ l + r(g)g(Z,,0)' 
where t ( 9 )  satisfies 
Iy>  = 0  
« Y ! + 
Let £ ( 9 )  —  —  log{ L ( 9 ) / n ~ n }  be the log empirical likelihood ratio and 9  be the maximum 
e m p i r i c a l  l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r  t h a t  m a x i m i z e s  L { 9 ) .  
2.4 Main Results 
In this section we establish the asymptotic normality of 9 when using the imputa­
tion scheme described in Section 2.2, and derive the asymptotic distribution of the log 
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empirical likelihood ratio under the null hypothesis. 
Let do be the true value of the parameter, 
F = E{p(X)Cm;(g|%) + E(g|X)g(/|X)},and 
T - E{p-X%)Cm;(9|%) + E(g|X)W|X)}. 
The asymptotic normality and the efficiency of 9 are established in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1. Under conditions C1-C7 given in the Appendix, as n —> oo and k —> oo, 
The estimator 9 is consistent for 90 and hence the potential bias in the missingness 
as indicated by the propensity score p(x) has been filtered out. In the absence of missing 
values, F — T = E(ggT). Hence 
£„,„=:£ = jE(|?r(Eg5T'E<!)} 
which is the same as that in Qin and Lawless (1994) and is the efficiency based on the full 
data. Comparing E in the presence of missing data and Sfuu shows that the efficiency of 
8 based on the proposed imputation will be close to that based on the full data if either 
t h e  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  m i s s i n g  d a t a  i s  l o w ,  i . e . ,  p ( X )  i s  c l o s e  t o  1 ,  o r  i f  E { p ~ 1 ( X ) C o v ( g \ X ) }  
is small relative to E{E(g\X)E{gT\X)}, namely when X is highly "correlated" with Y. 
In the case of 6  —  E Y ,  S — E { a 2 ( X ) / p ( X ) }  +  V a r { m ( X ) } ,  where c r 2 ( X )  =  
Var{Y\X) and m(X) = E(Y\X). Thus in this case, 9 is asymptotically equivalent 
to the estimator proposed by Cheng (1994) based on the conditional mean imputation. 
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When r  =  p ,  namely the number of estimating equations is the same as the dimension 
E = {E(|rr-E(|)}", 
which is the semiparametric efficiency bound for the estimation of 0 by similar argument 
to Theorem 1 of Chen, Hong, and Tarozzi (2004). If k, the number of draws in the 
imputation, is fixed, we have 
r = E[{p-XX) + K-Xl-pm)}Coi,(g|X) + E(g|%)E(gHX)], 
f  =  E[{p(%)  +  K-Xl-pW)}Cm;(g |X)  +  E(g |XWM. 
Thus better efficiency is achieved for larger k and this confirms the effect of the multiple 
draws. Our experience built on simulation studies suggests k = 20 is sufficient for most 
applications. 
Now consider the log empirical likelihood ratio for testing H0 : 9 — 90, 
%(%,) - 2f(%) - 2f(g). 
Let Ir be the r-dimensional identity matrix. The next theorem shows that the ratio 
converges to a linear combination of independent chi-square distributions. 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions C1-C7, as n —> oo and k —> oo, 
%(%) ^ Q'OQ, 
where Q - JV(0,4) H = (§) 
When there are no missing values, we have T = f = E ( g g T )  and 
n = £to')-,,2E (I) {*(§)'{ W))"'E(|)}" e (I)' BtoT1", 
which is symmetric and idempotent with tr(fi) = p .  This means that T Z ( 9 0 )  converges 
to Xp, which is a version of Wilks' theorem established in Qin and Lawless (1994). 
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When there are missing values, the usual Wilks' Theorem for empirical likelihood 
i s  no longer achievable due to a mis-match between the variance of n-1/2 ^™=1 g(Zit 6>0) 
and the limit of n~1J2i=i9(Zi,Oo)gT(Zi,0o). When there are no imputed values, the 
empirical likelihood is able to match the two via internal studentization. However, this 
ability is lost when imputed values are used. This phenomenon also happens to the 
empirical likelihood when a nuisance parameter is replaced by a plugged-in estimator as 
revealed by Hjort, McKeague, and Van Keilegom (2004). 
In the case of 9 0  = E Y ,  1 Z ( 0 o )  — >  (T/i(%)/%(%))Xi, where 
%(%) = E{^(%)/p(X)} + yar{m(%)}, 
= E{^(X)p(X)} + yar{m(%)}. 
This is the same limiting distribution as that when the missing values are imputed from 
a kernel estimator of the conditional mean as established in Wang and Rao (2002). 
We have potentially several methods for the construction of a confidence region for 9, 
which can be readily transformed to test statistics for a hypothesis regarding 8. One is 
based on the explicit estimation of the covariance matrix S and the asymptotic normality 




S n ( x )  =  EL Nz - :%{<;(%, 4) - m^(%,)}{g(^, 0) -
i= 1 
where W h ( X )  —  h ~ d x W ( X / h ) .  Consistent estimators for f and E ( d g / d 0 )  can be ob­
tained similarly. We can thus plug in these estimators to obtain an estimator for S and a 
confidence region for 0O based on Theorem 1. Another method is to estimate the matrix 
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fi in Theorem 2 and then use Fourier inversion or a Monte Carlo method for the linear 
combinations of chi-squares. Despite the loss of Wilks' theorem, empirical likelihood 
confidence regions based on Theorem 2 are still attractive in terms of having natural 
shape and orientation free of subjective intervention, which are some of the attractions 
of likelihood based confidence regions. 
Methods like that of (2.6) involve estimating extra parameters and may encounter 
computational difficulties. We propose the following bootstrap procedure to profile the 
distribution of the weighted chi-square distribution in Theorem 2 for its simplicity and 
accuracy. Bootstrap for imputed survey data is discussed in Shao and Sitter (1996), in 
which they considered ratio (random) imputation and regression (random) imputation. 
We use the following bootstrap procedure in which the bootstrap data set is imputed in 
the same way that the original data set was imputed: 
1. Draw a simple random sample %* = { ( Z * , S * )  :  i  =  1,. . . ,  n )  with replacement 
from the sample xn = {(^u Si) : i = 1,... ,n} defined in (2.4). 
2. Let Xnc — {(2"*; S*) : 5* = 1} be the portion of %* without imputed values and 
Xnm — {(Z*, S*) : S* = 0} be the set of vectors in the bootstrap sample with imputed 
values. Then replace all the imputed Y values in Xnm using the proposed imputation 
method where the estimation of the conditional distribution is based on x*c. Let %* be 
the final bootstrap resample. 
3. Let t { 9 )  be the empirical likelihood ratio based on the re-imputed data set 
X n ,  6 *  b e  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  m a x i m u m  e m p i r i c a l  l i k e l i h o o d  e s t i m a t o r ,  a n d  7 Z * ( 9 )  —  
2f (g) - 2f (Ô*). 
4. Repeat the above steps B-times for a large integer B  and obtain B  bootstrap 
values {K*b(9)}b=r 
Then apply standard bootstrap formulas and their Monte Carlo approximation to 
obtain the confidence regions for 90. Similar to Shao and Sitter (1996), our method 
requires that %* carries the identification flag S to locate missing values in the bootstrap 
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sample. We state the consistency of the bootstrap estimator in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Under Conditions C1-C7 and conditioning on the original sample xn> 
with Q ~ N(0, I r ) ,  a n d  — >  fî in probability as n —> oo, K —» oo. 
Since the asymptotic distribution of T Z ( 9 0 )  is determined by Q only, we can use the 
tion of TZ(9O) and to construct confidence regions of 9Q. The performance of this method 
is demonstrated in the simulation studies presented in the next section. 
We now present results from two simulation studies. In each case, the proposed 
empirical likelihood inference based on the nonparametric imputation method are com­
pared with the empirical likelihood inference based on (1) the complete observations 
only by ignoring data with missing values and (2) the full set of observations since the 
missing values are known in a simulation. The usage of the nonparametric imputation 
will remove the selection bias present in the estimates based on the complete cases only 
and is more efficient due to utilizing more data information. Obtaining the full data 
based estimator (assuming missing values are known) allows us to gauge how far away 
the proposed imputation based estimator is from the ideal case. 
We also compare the proposed method with a version of the inverse probability 
weighted generalized method of moments (IPW-GMM) described in Chen et al. (2004). 
In particular, it is based on the fact that 
%"(^) 
empirical distribution of 7Z * ( 6 )  based on {7^(0)}^ in Step 4 to calibrate the distribu-
2.5 Simulation Results 
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Based on the usual formulation of the generalized method of moments (GMM, Hansen, 
1982), the weighted GMM estimator for 90 considered in our simulation is 
- n -, - n -, 
0  =  a rgnmi{-gWi^)^}  ^ { -^^ ,0 )^} ,  
where n c  is the number of complete cases, At is a stochastic positive semidefinite weight­
ing matrix, and p(JQ) is a consistent estimator for p(Xi). The difference between the 
weighted GMM method we use and that of Chen et al. (2004) is that we used a kernel 
based estimator for p(X,), instead of the sieve estimator described in Chen et al. (2004). 
The bandwidth for p(Xi) is the one that admits the smallest empirical mean square er­
ror among several bandwidths that we experimented, including the theoretically optimal 
value. 
2.5.1 Correlation Coefficient 
In the first simulation, the parameter 9 is the correlation coefficient between two 
random variables X and Y, where X is always observed, but Y is subject to miss­
ingness. We first generate bivariate random vectors (Xi, Ui)T from a skewed bivariate 
t-distribution (Azzalini and Capitanio, 2003) with five degrees of freedom, mean (0,0)T, 




Then we let Yi = Ui — 1.2XiI{Xi < 0). The vector (Xi,Yi)T has mean (0, .304) and 
correlation coefficient 0.676. 
We consider three missing mechanisms: 
Missing Mechanism, I. p{x) = (0.3 + 0.175|z|)/(|x| < 4) + /(|z| > 4); 
Missing Mechanism II. p(x) = 0.65 for all z; 
Missing Mechanism III. p{x) = 0.51 ( x  > 0) + I ( x  <  0). 
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Table 2.1 Inference for the correlation coefficient with missing values. The 
four methods considered are empirical likelihood (EL) using 
the full data, EL using only complete cases, inverse probability 
weighting based generalized method of moments (Weight-GMM), 
and EL using the nonparametric imputation (N. Imputation). 
The nominal coverage level of the confidence intervals is 0.95. 
Methods Bias 
n  —  
Std. Err. 
100 
. MSE Coverage Length of CI 
Full Data 0.0018 0.0899 0.0081 0.937 0.3543 
Missing Mechanism I 
Complete Cases 0.0597 0.1262 0.0195 0.863 0.4896 
Weight-GMM 0.0057 0.1105 0.0123 0.761 0.3568 
N. Imputation -0.0050 0.1013 0.0103 0.948 0.4888 
Missing Mechanism II 
Complete Cases -0.0046 0.1160 0.0160 0.921 0.4562 
Weight-GMM -0.0097 0.1068 0.0115 0.740 0.3057 
N. Imputation -0.0077 0.0991 0.0099 0.936 0.4239 
Missing Mechanism III 
Complete Cases -0.1123 0.1480 0.0345 0.831 0.3594 
Weight-GMM -0.0226 0.1141 0.0135 0.780 0.3569 
N. Imputation -0.0217 0.1050 0.0115 0.944 0.4264 
Methods Bias 
n  —  
Std. Err. 
200 
MSE Coverage Length of CI 
Full Data 0.0047 0.0605 0.0037 0.949 0.2514 
Missing Mechanism I 
Complete Cases 0.0727 0.0776 0.0113 0.849 0.3269 
Weight-GMM 0.0072 0.0755 0.0058 0.800 0.2479 
N. Imputation 0.0076 0.0695 0.0049 0.953 0.3239 
Missing Mechanism II 
Complete Cases -0.0007 0.0753 0.0057 0.957 0.3146 
Weight-GMM -0.0067 0.0688 0.0048 0.793 0.2338 
N. Imputation -0.0004 0.0648 0.0041 0.957 0.2841 
Missing Mechanism III 
Complete Cases -0.0905 0.1000 0.0182 0.782 0.3955 
Weight-GMM -0.0035 0.0747 0.0060 0.773 0.2751 
N. Imputation -0.0055 0.0677 0.0046 0.946 0.2862 
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Here Missing Mechanism II is missing completely at random. The other two, however, 
prescribe selection bias in the missingness. 
Let f i x  and y,y be the means, and <r2 and CT2 be the variance of X and Y, respectively. 
In the construction of the EL for 0 (Owen, 1990), (fix, fiy, a2, a2) are treated as nuisance 
parameters. 
Table 2.1 contains the bias and standard error of the four estimators considered in the 
simulation based on 1000 simulations with sample size n = 100 and 200 respectively. It 
also contains the EL confidence intervals using the full data set, complete cases only, and 
the proposed nonparametric imputation method (N. Imputation) at the nominal level of 
95%. They are all based on the proposed bootstrap calibration method with B = 2000. 
When using the nonparametric imputation method, k = 20 values were drawn for each 
missing Yt. The confidence interval based on the weighted GMM are calibrated using 
the asymptotic normal approximation with the covariance matrix estimated by a kernel 
method similar to that of (2.6). 
It is clear from Table 2.1 that the nonparametric imputation method significantly 
reduces bias compared to the inference based only on complete cases when the data 
are missing at random but not missing completely at random. The estimator based 
on the completely observed data suffers quite severe bias under missing mechanisms I 
and III. As expected, imputation reduces the variance of the estimator relative to the 
method based on complete cases only under all three missing mechanisms, including the 
case of missing completely at random. The weighted-GMM method can also reduce the 
bias compared to complete case analysis, but tends to have larger variance than that 
of the proposed estimator. Confidence intervals based on complete case analysis and 
the weighted-GMM method can have severe under-coverage: the former is due to the 
selection bias and the latter is due to the poor performance of normal approximation. 
The proposed confidence intervals have satisfactory coverage close to the nominal level. 
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Table 2.2 Inference for parameters in a logistic regression model with co-
variates subject to missingness. The four methods considered 
are empirical likelihood (EL) using the full data, EL using only 
complete cases, inverse probability weighting based generalized 
method of moments (Weight-GMM), and EL using the nonpara­
metric imputation (N. Imputation). The nominal level of cover­





MSE Coverage Length of CI 
Po = -1 
Full Data -0.0035 1.244 1.549 0.967 5.380 
Complete Cases -1.622 1.489 4.847 0.901 6.429 
Weight-GMM -0.3113 1.402 2.061 0.932 5.107 
N. Imputation 0.0645 1.279 1.640 0.953 5.368 
A = = 1 
Full Data 0.0270 0.4270 0.1831 0.965 1.835 
Complete Cases 0.4070 0.4995 0.4152 0.908 2.308 
Weight-GMM 0.1200 0.4795 0.2443 0.935 1.722 
N. Imputation -0.0030 0.4346 0.1889 0.951 1.828 
A = • 
-1.5 
Full Data -0.0766 0.5009 0.2568 0.976 2.172 
Complete Cases -0.0664 0.5539 0.3112 0.975 2.506 
Weight-GMM -0.0663 0.5589 0.3168 0.837 1.513 
N. Imputation -0.0330 0.5512 0.3049 0.940 2.037 
n = : 250 
Methods Bias Std. Err. MSE Coverage Length of CI 
Po = -1 
Full Data -0.0591 0.9506 0.9073 0.951 3.760 
Complete Cases -1.634 1.136 3.960 0.774 4.621 
Weight-GMM -0.2787 1.053 1.187 0.933 3.895 
N. Imputation -0.0196 0.9728 0.9468 0.952 3.907 
Pi -= 1 
Full Data 0.0331 0.3252 0.1069 0.955 1.338 
Complete Cases 0.4018 0.3873 0.3115 0.829 1.645 
Weight-GMM 0.0999 0.3663 0.1441 0.925 1.327 
N. Imputation 0.0146 0.3378 0.1143 0.950 1.413 
fh = - 1.5 
Full Data -0.0384 0.3705 0.1387 0.968 1.537 
Complete Cases -0.0402 0.4153 0.1741 0.961 1.719 
Weight-GMM -0.0443 0.4220 0.1801 0.850 1.148 
N. Imputation -0.0159 0.4152 0.1726 0.967 1.726 
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2.5.2 Generalized Linear Models with Missing Covariates 
The problem of missing covariates in generalized linear models (GLM's) has been 
the focus of intensive research due to its application in clinical trials and other set­
tings. Commonly used methods in dealing with missing data for GLM have recently 
been reviewed in Ibrahim, Chen, Lipsitz, and Herring (2005). Empirical likelihood 
for GLM's in the complete data case was first studied by Kolaczyk (1994). Appli­
cation of the empirical likelihood method to GLM's can help overcome some difficul­
ties with parametric likelihood, especially in the aspect of overdispersion. Here we 
consider a logistic regression model with binary response variable Y and covariates 
X — (Xi,X2)T. We suppose logit(P(% = 1)) — -1 + XU - 1.5X2j, XU ~ N(3, 0.52), 
and X2 i  being binary with logit(P(X i 2  = 1)) = -1 + 0.5X,,.  Also suppose Y, and Xu  
are always observable while X2i is subject to missingness with the missing mechanism 
logit(P(X2 j  is missing)) = 0.5 + XU  — 3YT .  
When no missing data are involved, the empirical likelihood analysis for the logistic 
model simply involves the estimating equations 
with (3 being the parameter vector and n ( z )  = exp(z)/(l + exp(z)). We can use the 
nonparametric imputation method proposed in Section 2.2 to impute the missing X2 i  
values. In this case, the components of the data vector that are always observed are Xv i  
and Yi. Though in Section 2.2, we suppose that these components are continuous, binary 
Yi values can be easily accommodated by splitting the data into two parts according to 
the value of Yi, and then applying the imputation scheme to each part of data, smoothing 
on continuous XU values. The estimator for (3 based on the nonparametric imputation 
could be calculated using a modified version of the fitting procedure described in Chapter 
2 of McCullagh and Nelder (1983). Table 2.2 shows the inference on (3 using different 




is either 150 or 250. Like the results for the correlation coefficient, empirical likelihood 
based analyses on the full data (no missing values), complete observations only, and the 
expanded dataset from nonparametric imputation, are calibrated by bootstrap with 2000 
bootstrap samples taken for each analysis. Results from the weighted-GMM were derived 
using the asymptotic normal approximation. A total of 1000 Monte Carlo random 
samples were generated for this study. 
For parameters /?0 and /3,, the mean squared error of the proposed estimator are sev­
eral folds smaller than that based on complete observations only; the proposed method 
also leads to a reduction in the mean square error by as much as 20% relative to the 
weighted-GMM. All three methods give similar mean squared errors for the parameter 
f}2- The confidence intervals based on only complete observations or the weighted-GMM 
tend to show notable under cover age, while the proposed confidence intervals have satis­
factory coverage levels for all parameters. 
2.6 Empirical Example 
Microarray technology provides a powerful tool in molecular biology by measuring 
the expression levels of thousands of genes simultaneously. One problem of interest is 
to test whether the expression levels of genes are related to a measurement like body 
weight, food consumption, or bone density. This is usually the first step in uncovering 
roles that a gene plays in important pathways. The BXD recombinant inbred strains 
of mouse were derived from crosses between C57BL/6J (B6 or B) and DBA/2 J (D2 or 
D) strains (Williams, Gu, Qi, and Lu, 2001). Around one hundred BXD strains have 
been established by researchers at University of Tennessee and the Jackson Laboratory. 
A remarkable variety of phenotype data have been accumulated for BXD mice over the 
years (Pierce, Lu, Gu, Silver, and Williams, 2004). Recently, microarray data on BXD 
strains have also been collected. When it is of interest to investigate whether a trait 
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measurement like body weight is related to the expression levels of certain genes, it often 
occurs that trait data or microarray measurements are not available for all strains. The 
most common practice is to use only cases with complete observations. 
The trait we consider is the fresh eye weight measured on 83 BXD strains by Zhai, Lu, 
and Williams (ID 10799, BXD phenotype data base). The Hamilton Eye Institute Mouse 
Eye M430v2 (November05) RMA Data Set contains the measurements of the expression 
levels in the eye on 39,000 transcripts. In generating the data, pooled RNA samples 
were hybridized to Asymetrix M430 2.0 arrays. This particular data set was processed 
using the RMA protocol (Bolstad, Irizarry, Astrand, and Speed, 2003). It is of interest 
to test whether the fresh eye weight is related to the expression levels of certain genes. 
But the microarray data are only available for 45 out of the 83 BXD mouse strains for 
which fresh eye weight measurements are available. The web server at genenetwork. org 
performs a test for the significance of the correlation coefficient using only complete 
cases with Fisher's z transformation, but methods utilizing all observations might be 
preferred to reduce bias and improve efficiency. We will use the proposed imputation 
method to generate an expanded data set and carry out linear regression analysis and 
inference on the correlation coefficient. 
We conduct four separate simple linear regression analysis of the eye weight on the 
expression level of four genes respectively. The genes are H3071E5, Slc26a8, Rpsl6, and 
Tex9, which are identified by the corresponding probe names in Table 2.3. Here we have 
missing covariates in our analysis. The missing gene expression levels are imputed from 
a kernel estimator of the conditional distribution of the gene expression level given the 
fresh eye weight. The smoothing bandwidths were selected based on the cross-validation 
method, which is 1.5 for the first three probes in Table 2.3 and 1.8 for probe 14455835_ai. 
Table 2.3 reports empirical likelihood estimates of the intercept and slope parame­
ters and their 95% confidence intervals based on the proposed nonparametric imputation 
method. It also contains results from a conventional parametric regression analysis us-
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Table 2.3 Parameter estimates and confidence intervals (shown in parenthe­
ses) based on a simple linear regression model using parametric 
method with complete cases only and the empirical likelihood 
method using nonparametric imputation. For parametric infer­
ence, the confidence intervals for the intercept and slope are ob­
tained using quantiles of the t distribution, and the confidence 
interval for the correlation coefficient is obtained by Fisher's z 
transformation. 
Probe Complete Cases Only Nonparametric Imputation 
(parametric) with EL 
Intercept 
1444597_at -21.99 (-40.97, -2.998) -15.69 (-37.02, 5.209) 
1441747_at 73.59 (49.45, 97.73) 67.28 (38.34, 95.87) 
1455835_at -13.52 (-31.08, 4.041) -8.090 (-26.76, 10.18) 
1453360_a_at -23.81 (-46.12, -1.507) -14.66 (-38.57, 8.776) 
Slope 
1444597_at 10.16 (5.720, 14.59) 8.736 (2.688, 14.21) 
1441747_at -6.352 (-9.294, -3.411) -5.561 (-9.431, -1.471) 
1455835_at 6.766 (3.371, 10.16) 5.754 (1.948, 9.236) 
1453360_a_at 5.101 (2.588, 7.613) 4.094 (0.8753, 6.979) 
Correlation Coefficient 
1444597_at 0.5757 (0.3395, 0.7436) 0.4426 (0.1321, 0.6977) 
1441747_at -0.5533 (-0.7285, -0.3102) -0.4319 (-0.6809, -0.0761) 
1455835_at 0.5256 (0.2744, 0.7097) 0.4151 (0.0755, 0.6613) 
1453360_a_at 0.5296 (0.2996, 0.7124) 0.4024 (0.1013, 0.6846) 
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ing only the complete observations, assuming independent and identically normally dis­
tributed residuals. Table 2.3 shows that these two inference methods can produce quite 
different parameter estimates and confidence intervals. The difference in parameter es­
timates is as large as 50% for the intercept and 25% for the slope parameter. Table 2.3 
also reports estimates and confidence intervals of the correlation coefficients using the 
proposed method and Fisher's z transformation. The latter is based on the complete ob­
servations only and is the method used by genenetwork.org. We observe again differences 
between the two methods despite not being significant at 5% level. The largest difference 
of about 25% is registered at the gene represented by probe 1444597.at. As indicated 
earlier, part of the differences may be the estimation bias of the complete observation 
based estimators as they are unable to filter out selection bias in the missingness. 
Though the simple linear regression model with the expression value of one gene 
as the single covariate is overly simplistic in most occasions, it nonetheless provides 
important information in revealing the data structure, and the suggested advantage of 
using the nonparametric imputation should also apply to more sophisticated analysis. It 
should be noted that in analyzing microarray data, thousands of hypotheses are tested 
simultaneously using the false discovery rate approach. So differences in p-values ob­
tained by complete case analysis and the nonparametric imputation could decide whether 
a gene is selected for further study. To date, the owner of the mouse eye microarray 
data set has not released it for global analysis, so a study on all genes in the data set 
has not been attempted. It will be of interest to see how the nonparametric imputation 
method performs when combined with a false discovery rate selection approach when 
the data set is available for global analysis. 
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2.8 Appendix 
Define f ( x )  as the probability density function of X ,  d x  as the dimension of X .  
Also we use 90 to represent the real value of the parameter of interest, and denote 
m g { x )  —  E { g ( X , Y , 9 0 ) \ X  =  x } ,  a s  t h e  c o n d i t i o n a l  e x p e c t a t i o n  o f  g ( X ,  Y ,  9 0 )  g i v e n  X .  
The following conditions are needed in the proofs of the lemmas and theorems. 
CI: The functions p ( x ) ,  f ( x )  and m g ( x )  have bounded second partial derivatives, 
and inf$ p(x) > Co for some cq > 0. 
C2: The estimating function g ( x .  y, 0O) has bounded second partial derivative with 
regard to x, and E\\g(Z,90)\\4 < 00. 
C3: The kernel function W  is a nonnegative, symmetric and bounded probability 
density function with finite second moments. 
C4: The bandwidth h satisfies nhdx —> 00 and ^fnl? —> 0 as n —> 00. 
C5: The estimating faction g ( z , 9 )  is continuous in 9  in a neighborhood of the true 
value 90, \\dg(z, 6)/d9\\ and ||5r(z, 0)||3 are bounded by some integrable functions in this 
neighborhood. 
C6: The matrices P and F are, respectively, positive definite with the smallest eigen­
v a l u e  b o u n d e d  a w a y  f r o m  z e r o ,  a n d  E [ d g ( z ,  9 ) / d 9 \  h a s  f u l l  c o l u m n  r a n k  p .  
C I :  The second derivative d 2 g ( z , 6 ) / d 9 d 9 T  is continuous in 9  in a neighborhood of 
the true value 0O, and \\d2g(z, 9)/d9d9T|| is bounded by some integrable function in the 
neighborhood. 
Conditions C5-C7 are usual conditions for empirical likelihood based inference for 
parameters defined by estimating equations. Requiring p(X) bounded away from zero 
implies that data cannot be missing with probability 1 anywhere in the domain of X, 
which is required for nonpar ametric inference. Existence of the derivatives and condition 
C4 are needed for arguments using Taylor expansions in the proof. Condition C4 limits 
1ix < 4. Lemma 1 to Theorem 3 can be extended to cover dx > 4 case if, in C1-C4, we 
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require that p(x), fix), mg(x) , and g(x,y,90) have partial derivatives in x up to order 
£ with 2£ > dx, —• 0, and the kernel function W{-) has order 2£. Also we need to 
replace (2.2) and (2.3) with 
K 




Lemma 1. Assume that conditions C1-C4 are satisfied, n —> oo and k , —> oo, then 
^^ê(%,%)^N(o,r), 
r = E{p-X%)Co7,(g|X) + E(g|X)E(g^|X)}. 
Before we prove Lemma 1, we state the following proposition, which is a direct 
consequence of Lemma 1 in Schenker and Welsh (1988). We use it in the proof. 
Proposition 1. Let {V*} be a sequence of random variables such that, for some function 
h, as n —> oo, h(Vi,...,  Vn) S, where S has a distribution function G. If {Ui} is a 
sequence of random variables such that 
P{U,i — h(\i,.. . ,  Vn) s |  Vi,... ,  Vn} —> F(s) 
almost surely for all s g M ,  where F is a continuous distribution functions, then 
for all t  £ R, where denotes the convolution operator. 
Proof of Lemma 1: Let u  € Rr and ||it|| = 1. Also let g u ( Z , 9 0 )  =  u T g ( Z , 9 0 )  and 
gu(Z, 90) — uTg(Z, 90). First we need to show that 
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and then use the Cramer-Wold device to prove Lemma 1. Define 
Now we have 
— ^2 I ^ i9u{Xi, Yi, do) + (1 — 8i)n 1 ^2 9u(Xi, Y i v ,  60) 1 
n  i=1  I  U=1  )  
1 
= — Y ôi{gu(Xj, Yj, d0) — mgu(Xj)} 
n i=l 
4—5^(1 ~ ^ i) lK 1 Y< 9u{Xj 
U  i=1  I  u= l  
Yw, 9q )  — rhgu(Xi) 
+- ^ 2(1 - ôi){rhgu(Xi) -  mgu(Xi)} + - Y.171  gu(Xj) 
n i=i n i=i 
5,, + An + Tn + jRn. 
Note that Sn and iî„ are sums of i.i.d. random variables. Define rj(x) = p(x)f(x) and 
fj(x) — ^ X)j=i àjWh{Xj—x) as its kernel estimator, where Wh(s) = h~dxW(s/h). Then, 
T
- - «èr ' «) 
- ~ 




4) 1 ÏPÔ J i=l 
:= Tni + T„2 + T„3. 
We now derive the asymptotic distribution for Tni. Define 
n 
3 = 1 
j=i 
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as the projection of Tni on the original observations. Then write Tn l  = Tn l  + (Tn l  — f„A) 
First we will derive the asymptotic distribution of Tn l ,  then we will show that Tni-Tni = 
op(n^1/2). For Tn, note that 
-tnl — — Vi) 
n f-f 
1=1 -?(*.) 
I è y,, «) - m„,(X,)) i Êd - 4; w"{x' - x'] 
n  3=1 ln  »=i 
Thus 
Tnl T,tv{ ( d u ( X i , Y j ,  O q )  ~  m g u { X j ) )  
( 1  —  5 i ) W h ( X i  —  X j )  
,1-;] 





W(s) > ds. 
Since both yu and /?(x) = (1 — p ( x ) ) / p ( x )  has bounded seconded derivative on x ,  and 
yjnh2 —> 0 as n —> 00, we carry out Taylor expansion around X3 to conclude 
1 (2.8) 
Now we show Tn  1 — T n X  —  o p ( n  1 / 2 ) .  Let 
„ , ^  E7=1 (Xj)} 
•Ln l i  —  ( I  ~  Oi )  , and 
Tn l i  =  YMTnu  I {X j ,Y j , 5 j  =  1 ) } .  
i=1 
Then by straight forward computation, 
1 " 9 
E ( T n i  —  T n i ) 2  =  — -  ^  E ( T n U  -  f n i i ) 2  — -  Y  E { ( T n u  —  T w i , ) ( T n l j  -  T n i j ) }  
— —E{Tnii — Tnii)2 .  
n 
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The last step used the fact that Ei^j{(Tnli - Tnii)(T'ny -Tray)} = 0, which can be shown 
by some straight forward if lengthy computation. 
Thus 
0, 
by similar argument for proving the consistency of the Nadaraya-Watson estimators 
(e.g. Stone 1977; Devroye and Wagner 1980). This suggests that Tni = Tnl + op(n~1/Z2). 
By standard argument, we can show that Tn2 = op(n~ï). For Tn3, we can use similar 







( 1  —  5 i ) W h { X j  —  X i  ) { m g u { X j )  —  m g u ( X i ) )  
-
- Op(% i/2), 
X., 
by similar augment for (2.8). 
Thus, we have 
^ ^ # 0,E{(1 -p(X)%(X)/p(X)} 
where a 2 ( X )  =  V a r { g u ( X , Y , 0 )  |  X } .  
(2.9) 
Also note ^/nSn  N{0, E(p(X)cr2u(X))} and ^/nRn  Af{0, Var{mgu(X))} by 
the Central Limit Theorem. Further, it is straight forward to show that nCov(Sn ,  Tn) — 
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E{{ 1 — p(X))<72u(X)} + o(l), nCov(Rn, Sn) = 0 and nCov(Rn ,Tn) = o(l). It readily 
follows that 






T = E{p(%)^(X)} E{(l-p(X)W (%)} 
E{(1 E{(1 -p(%)%(X)/p(%)} 
Thus we have 
+ 7; + A») ^ Tvk E{^(%)/p(X)} + (2.10) 
Now we consider the asymptotic distribution of 
A n  —  —  ^ ( 1  —  S i )  I  k  1  Y , 9 u ( X i ,  Y i u ,  0 O )  -  m g u ( X i )  1 .  
n  i=1 I U=1 )  
Given all the original observations, 
n'1 /2( 1 -  Si) j^1  J>(X,,Y^) - m(Xi)| , i  = 1,2,... ,n, 
are independent with conditional mean zero and conditional variance 
W-Xi-^){^(%,)-a^ (%,)}, 
where 79 u ( x )  —  8 j W h ( x  —  X j )gl( x ,  Y j , 9 0)/f} ( x ) ,  which is a kernel estimator of 
79 u ( x )  = E{gl( X , Y, 9 0 ) \ X  =  x } .  By verifying Lyapounov's condition, we can show that 
conditioning on original observations, 
0, (mc) 1 ^ (1 - &){%«(%() -
2=1 
(2.11) A # 
Note the variance 
M-i ^ (1 - ^){%^(%,) - mlpQ} A «-^{(1 - p(X))^(%)}. (2.12) 
i ~  1  
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In Proposition 1, set %'s to be the original observations, Un  = \fn(Sn  + Tn  + Rn  + An) 
and h(Vi,..., Vn) to be y/n(Sn + Tn + Rn), then by (2.10), G is the normal distribution 
function with mean 0 and variance E{o2u(X)/p(X)} + Var{mgu(X)}. By (2.11), F is 
the normal distribution function with mean 0 and variance (mt)-1 — ^i){îgu{Xi)~ 
rh^u(Xi)}. These together with (2.12), imply that (G* F)(t) is normal with mean 0 and 
variance 
yar{m^(Z,g)} + E{p-\X)^(X)} = uTu, i.e., 
n 
n  l / 2  ^ 2 9 u ( Z i ,  0 )  N ( 0, itTu), as n  —> oo, k  —> oo. 
Lemma 1 is then proved by using the Cramer-Wold device. • 
Lemma 2. Under the conditions C1-C4, as n —» 00 and k  —> 00, 
i=i 
Proof: Consider each element of the matrix ^ 53Li g ( Z i ,  9 0 ) g T ( Z i ,  9 0 ) ,  that is 
i=1  
Write 
+ — 5^(1 — ^)|K 1  9j(Xi, Yjv, #0)j-|k 1  539k{Xi, Yj„, 90) 




Tni = — Y 5 j { g j ( Z j ,  9 q)  —  m g i ( X i ) } { g k ( Z j ,  d p )  —  m g k ( X j ) }  
71 i=l 
I n 2 " 
~ « 53 ^ i m 9 i  ( X i ) m g k  { X i )  + - Y 6 q  )mak{ X j )  
1 ™ 
H —  5 3  à i 9 k { Z i ,  0 o ) m g j ( X i )  
n i=l 
'•= Tnia  + Tnib 4- Tn ic + Tnid-
It is obvious that Tn la ,  Tn lb ,  Tn lc  and Tn ld  are all sums of i.i.d. random variables. By 
law of large numbers and the continuous mapping theorem, we can show that 
Also write 
Tn2 = — 53(1 - ôi) { g j ( Z i ,  9 0 ) g k ( Z i ,  9 0 )  -  rhg : j ( X i )mg k ( X i ) }  
n i=l 
+- ^ (1 -
n  i=l 
1 " 
+™ 53^ ~ ài)mg .{Xi)mgk(Xi) 
i=1 
Tn2a + Tn2b + Tn2c. 
Note that g j ( X i , Y i v , 9 0 )  has conditional mean rhg j ( X i )  given the original observations 
Xn. It can be shown that Tn2a 0 as k —> oo. By argument similar to those used for 
(2.9), Tn2h A 0 as m —» oo. Obviously Tn2c is the sum of i.i.d. random variables, which 
leads to Tn2c E{( 1 - p(X))mgj(Xi)mgk(Xi)}. Hence we have 
- E{(1 
as n  —> oo, k  —> oo. Therefore, 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. • 
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Lemma 3. Under the conditions C1-C5 and K —» oo, 
max ||g(Zi,9o)|| = Op(^). 
Proof: First note maxi^n \ \ g ( Z i , 9 0 ) \ \  —  op(n1/3) when E \ \ g ( Z i , 6 0 ) \ \ 3  < oo. Since 
||g(Zi,go)|| + 
l< i<n  1  < t<n  l< i<n  i/=i 
we only need to show 
Note that 
max l<i<n 
max 1 <i<n U—\ 




1 Yiv,9o) — ™g{Xi) 
v=l 
+ max ||rhg ( X i )  -  m g ( X i ) | |  l<z^n 
+ m^c ||mg(%()|| 
Tni + T„2 + T„3 
Using similar argument to Lemma 1 and 2, as well as Lemma 3 of Owen (1990), we can 
s h o w  T n i  =  o p ( n 1 / / 3 )  a n d  T n 2  =  o p ( n 1 / 3 ) .  A l s o  n o t e  t h a t  E | | m g ( X j ) | | 3  <  E \ \ g ( Z i ,  ^ H 3  <  
oo implies Tn3 = op(n1/3). These together prove the lemma. • 
We need a result from Aitchison and Silvery (1958), which is stated as the following. 
Proposition 2. If^(A) is a continuous function mapping Rs into itself with the property 
that for every A such that | |A|| = 1, AT^(A) < 0, then there exists a point A such that 
< 1 and #(A) = 0, where || • ||  denotes the Euclidean distance. 
Now we define the following two quantities, 
g i
"
( M )  =  
+  t ' l { z l . e f È " e ) '  
= -Y,7 1 t. 
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The next Lemma shows that the equation Q\n(9, t) = 0 can uniquely determine t — t(9) 
in the neighborhood of 90, recall that t is the Lagrange multiplier described in (2.5). 
Lemma 4. Assume that conditions C1-C6 are satisfied, n —• oo and K —» oo, then with 
probability tending to 1, in the sphere {9 : ||0 — #o|| ^ dn}, the equation Qin(0,t) = 0 
has roots t = t(9) - 0(dn), and t(9) is continuous and differentiable when 9 belongs to 
this sphere, where dn = n~5_£, | > e > 0. 
Proof: For fixed 9 such that \\9 — f90|| dn ,  let 
*(A) = 1^ ?Zn0) - • 
n t r i  +  n " - ' / 2 A  ' g ( Z „ $ )  
Already shown that when E \ \ g ( Z ,  6)||3 < oo, maxi^^„ \ \ g { Z i ,  0)|| = op(n1/3), also \I>(A) 
is a continuous function for |]A|| < 1. When ||A|| = 1, we have, with probability tending 
to 1, 
A^(A) = A"1 ^  g(&, 0) - 1 ^  (^, g)A + O(M-I-) 
n <=l 71 i= l 
< 0, 
where c is the smallest eigenvalue of F. By Proposition 2, with probability tending to 1, 
there exists a point A such that ||A|| < 1 and #(A) = 0. Then the result in the lemma 
can be derived using the implicit-function theorem. • 
The next lemma shows the existence of solutions to Qln(0, t) = 0 and <22„($, 0 = 0. 
As in Lemma 4, we define dn — n~3~e, | > e > 0. 
Lemma 5. Under the conditions C1-C7, as n —> oo and k  —> oo, with probability tending 
to 1, £(9) — ^3™=1 log{ 1 + tT(9)g(Zi,0)} attains its minimum value at some point 0 in 
the interior of the ball | |9 — 6>o|| < dn ,  and 9 and t = t(9) satisfy 
Ql n (6 ,  t )  =  0, Ç>2n(0 ,  t )  =  o. 
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Proof: Denote 9 = 60 + udn, for 6 6 {S| ||# — #o|| — dn}, where ||n|| = 1. First, we give 
a lower bound for £{9) on the surface of the ball. With Q\n = 0 and Lemma 4, we have 
—  O p ( d n )  
n i ri i=i ) \  i=i 
about 9 € {91 ||y — 0o|| ^ dn}. 
By this and Taylor expansion, we have, 
= 5] r (%(%,, g) -1 
i ^ i 
= ^E5(z.,er(z„e)| 
+Op(»i-^) 
= ? {IT. 9(2., <W + i E #^«4' { i E«4, Wi, ») 
-1 
2 I n Y ni 96 J [n 
Y.KZ.M + i E + o t(ni-") 
x lopfn-1'2) + E «<4,1 + ",(>>'• '") 
Similarly, we have 
m = 2 | ~ â(^i, do)gT(Zu 90) 
- %) | + °P( i) 
-1 
X n 
= Op( 1) 
Noting that ^(0) is a continuous function about 9 as 9 belongs to the ball \\9 — 0q||  ^  dn, 





{9r(0)/90} + (9g(z,,0)/90}^(0) 
l + ^ (0)g(Z,,0) ( 




Proof of Theorem 1: Taking the derivatives about 0 and tT ,  
<9Qin(0,O) 1 g ( Z i , 6 )  9<3i„(0,0) 1 sr^ flx~T/v 
- ^2,—âg—. ^ =--^g(z„0)g (%,0), de 
= 0, 
sr 
9Q2n{d, 0) _ 1 y- J 9g(Zi. 
dtT " 90 9r 90 J 
Expanding Qin(0,t), Q2n{0,t) at (0o,O), by the conditions of the theorem, 
0 = <3i«(0, t) 
= <3i„(#o, 0) + (6 - o0) + a<?1£'"'))(t - 0) + 
0 = Q2n(8,t) 
= Q2n(&0, 0) + ^ (0 ~ + 
90 
where („ = ||0 — 0O|| + ||f||. Then we can write 
= s-1  
9r 
dQ2n(&0, 0) 
dt r  (£ — 0) + Op(( n ) ,  
-Qln(&0, 0) + Op((n) 
where 
Sr, — 
^6 — 0O J 
( 9QIn dQin ^  
V °p(Cn) / 
9Qan n 
\ 9iT u / 
4 9 ^ / "->11 Vi2 




Note that <5i„(0o,O) = £ £)"=1 di zu &o) = Op(n 1/2), it follows that (n  = Op(n 1 /2). 
After some matrix manipulation 
\/n(0 — 0O ) — <S,221i'S'2i5'ii1\/n(5in(0O) 0) + op(l), 
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where 
By Lemma 1, y/nQin(0o, 0) —> N(0, F), and the theorem follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2: 
K{60) = 2 5^1°g{l + tlg(Zi, %)} — 5Z + tT9{Zi> ^ )} 
where t0  = t(90)- Also note that 
£(0, t) — 52 l°g{l + tTg(Zi, (?)} — ——Qln(9o, 0)AQin(6o, 0) + op(l) 
where 
Under Hi o, 
and 
to = —S111Qin(ffo,O)S111Qin(0o,O) + oP(l), 
Y l°g{l + t o K ^ i ,  %)} — — y Q l n ( 6 o ,  0 ) S n 1 Q l n ( 0 O ,  0 )  +  O p  (  1  )  •  
Thus we have 
K(60) — nQln(0o ,O)(A — S1i)Qin(0o,O) + op(l) 
= \/nQln(0o, 0)51115i25221i5'2iS,111\/rïQin(^o) 0) + op(l). 
• 
Note that 
f ^ r-: 
and by Lemma 1, y/n,Qin(0O) 0)—>A^(0, F) in distribution, the theorem then follows. • 
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Proof for Theorem 3: The proof for Theorem 3 essentially involves establishing boot­
strap version of Lemma 1 to Theorem 2. We only outline the main steps in proving the 
bootstrap version of Lemma 1 here. 
Let X*, Y*, Y*v ,  5* be the counter part to X.,, Y,±, Y l v ,  S t  in the bootstrap sam­
ple, Sn(0), An(6), Tn(0) and Rn(0) represent the quantities Sn, An, Tn and Rn with 
0o replaced by 6 respectively. Let S*(6), A* (6), T*(9) and R*n(9) be their bootstrap 
counterpart. First we show that 
+ T:(ô) + A:(ê) - - ?;(ê) - ^ (g)} (2.13) 
^ #[0,E.{^(X,g)M%)} + yar.{m^(X,g)}], 
where E t(-) and Var*(-) represent the conditional expectation and variance given the 




s;(ê) + 7%(ê) + ^;(ô) - &(ô) - T»(ê) - A»(ê) 
= ; È k Wz,*, ô)} - - ^  g) - m^(X„ g)} 
i=l n j=l 
1 " 
+ ~ ~ à*){m*gu(X*) -  mgu(X*)}} 
i=i 
+ ~ 52 [t1  _  ^i){^gu(X*,6) -  rngu(X*,§)} 
~ 52^ ~ ){^gv.(Xj, 8) ~ mgu(Xj, 6>)} 
j=i 





" j . l  
:= B\ + B 2 + i?3 + B4. 
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For both Bi and B4, we can apply the Central Limit Theorem for bootstrap samples 
(e.g. Shao and Tu, 1985) to derive 
A N[0,E.{X%)^(X,<9)}], 
y/nB4  N\0,Var t{mgu(X,6)}]. 
Also it can be shown B2  — op(n~1!2). Use similar arguments to (2.8) to show 
(2.14) 
1 n 
% = ;Z 
i=i p(^) 
-  
m 9 u ( x j i ® ) }  p ( x - ) ~  + op(n 1 /2). 
Then imitate the proof for Lemma 1 and apply the bootstrap central limit theorem to 
conclude (2.13). 
For A* (0), given observations in the bootstrap sample that are not imputed, we have 
V^4;(g) A TV o, M"' Ë(1 - <?)} 
2=1 
Similar to the proof of Lemma 1, by employing Proposition 1 
V" j=l 
^ AT[0,E,{^(X,Ô)/p(X)} + Ô)}]. 
The bootstrap version of Lemma 1 is justified by noting 
2,{^(X,Ô)/p(X)} ^ 2%(X)/p(X)}, and 
yor*{mg^(%,0)} yor{mg^(X)}, 
as n —» oo, then employ the Cramer-Wold device. 
• 
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CHAPTER 3. Identifying Genes Associated with a 
Quantitative Trait or Quantitative Trait Locus via Selective 
Transcriptional Profiling 
A paper published in Biometrics1  
Dong Wang and Dan Nettleton 
Abstract: Genetical genomics is an approach that blends the mapping of quantita­
tive trait loci (QTL) with microarray analysis. The approach can be used to identify 
associations between the allelic state of a genomic region and a gene's transcript abun­
dance. However, the large number of microarrays required for adequate power results 
in high material and labor cost that prevent wide adoption of the genetical genomics 
strategy outside of some well funded laboratories. We present a method called selec­
tive transcriptional profiling that involves selecting an optimal subset of individuals to 
microarray from a larger set of individuals for which relatively inexpensive quantitative 
trait and molecular marker data are available. We show how to use microarray data 
from the selected individuals, along with the trait and marker data from all individuals, 
to identify genes whose transcript abundance is associated with a quantitative trait of 
interest through linkage to a trait QTL or correlation with the trait. Our methods for 
selection and analysis are derived within a missing data framework. 
KEY WORDS: Genetical genomics; Microarray; Missing data; Quantitative trait locus. 
1Biometrics online early version DOI: 10.1111/j. 1541-0420.2005.00491.x, with the print version to 
appear. Copyright © 2005 International Biométrie Society. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping has become a widely used technique for 
identifying genomic regions associated with quantitative traits in plants and animals. 
Microarray technology has become a major tool in functional genomics research. Jansen 
and Nap (2001) proposed genetical genomics as an approach that blends QTL mapping 
and microarray analysis to identify associations between the allelic state of a genomic 
region and a gene's transcript abundance. Genetical genomics has been used recently 
to study the genetics of gene expression in yeast (Brem et al., 2002; Yvert et al., 2003), 
rat (Hubner et al., 2005), mouse (Schadt, Monks, and Drake 2003; Bystrykh et al. 2005; 
Chesler et al. 2005), maize, and human (Schadt, Monks, and Drake, 2003). Such studies 
are quite costly because gene expression is measured separately for each of many indi­
viduals using microarray slides (Schena et al., 1995) or Affymetrix GeneChips (Lipshutz 
et al., 1999) that have a high per unit cost in human effort and materials. Although ge­
netical genomics is a powerful approach for discovering how genes work together to carry 
out essential biological processes, the large number of microarrays required for adequate 
power can make the approach unaffordable for all but a few well funded laboratories. 
In this paper we propose a new method called selective transcriptional profiling that 
will allow researchers to identify associations between the transcriptional expression of 
genes and genetic loci using far fewer microarrays than required in the classical genetical 
genomics approach. Our method is ideal for a researcher interested in uncovering the 
genetic architecture of a particular quantitative trait (e.g., body fat in mice or yield in 
corn). Given that a QTL for the trait of interest has been identified using a full set of 
trait data and molecular marker data on N individuals, we describe an optimal strategy 
for selecting a subset of the N individuals whose transcriptome should be measured 
using microarrays. Furthermore, we show how to use this partial microarray data in 
conjunction with the full set of relatively inexpensive trait and molecular marker data 
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to (1) identify genes whose transcript abundance is associated with a QTL for the trait 
of interest and (2) identify genes whose transcript abundance is conditionally correlated 
with the trait of interest, given the estimated QTL genotypes. We expect the expres­
sion of genes that play a role in establishing the trait values to be correlated with the 
trait values. Our method exploits these correlations to extract information about gone 
expression from all N individuals even though expression is explicitly measured in only 
a subset of the N individuals. Conventional wisdom among practitioners suggests tran­
script profiling for individuals with highest and lowest trait values. We show, however, 
that this intuitive approach for selective profiling will typically be sub-optimal. 
Our approach is directly relevant to uncovering the genes involved in establishing trait 
values. The discovery of a QTL for the trait of interest indicates that different QTL 
alleles are associated with different trait values. It will often be the case the different 
QTL alleles lead to differences in transcriptional abundance of other genes. Such QTL 
are known as trans-acting modulators of gene expression, and initial evidence suggests 
that many loci may act in this fashion (Jansen and Nap, 2004). Genes whose expression 
is modulated by a trans-acting QTL are of great interest because these genes are likely 
to play a role in explaining trait variation. Our approach is aimed directly at uncovering 
such genes, and thus may be used to elucidate major components of the genetic pathways 
that lead to variation in the trait of interest. Other genes that play an important role 
in determining the trait of interest may not be regulated by the identified QTL, but we 
show how these genes can be discovered by testing for conditional correlation between 
the trait and gene expression measurements, given the estimated the QTL genotype. 
Jin et al. (2004) recently proposed selective phenotyping for improving the efficiency 
of genetical genomics studies and QTL studies in general. Although similar in purpose 
to our selective transcriptional profiling approach, there are major differences between 
the methods. The basic idea of the selective phenotyping strategy proposed by Jin 
et al. (2004) is to choose a subsample of individuals that are as dissimilar as possible 
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with respect to marker genotypes across the genome or over genomic regions of interest. 
The traits of interest - which could include measures of mRNA transcript abundance -
are then measured for the selected individuals and only data from selected individuals 
are used for analysis. In our selective transcriptional profiling approach, we use both 
traditional trait and marker data to select individuals for transcriptional profiling and 
then use available data from both selected and unselected individuals to perform our 
analysis. 
3.2 Model and Notation 
Our method can be used to test whether a QTL with two different genotypes is asso­
ciated with the expression level of any given gene. The two-genotype case is relevant for 
many common population structures including backcross, doubled haploid, or recombi­
nant inbred lines. Suppose a QTL known to be associated with a trait of interest has 
alleles x and y. Suppose we have N — Nx + Ny individuals, among which Nx are of geno­
type x and Ny are of genotype y. Because of financial constraints, only nx individuals 
of genotype x and ny individuals of genotype y will be chosen for microarray analysis 
to measure the expression level of each of thousands of genes. For ease of exposition, 
we will describe our approach for analyzing data on the expression of only one gene. In 
practice the same analysis strategy will be implemented separately for each of thousands 
of genes. 
Let X n  and X i 2  denote the quantitative trait and gene expression measure for the 
ith individual of genotype x. We assume that (Xn^X^)' has (perhaps after suitable 





There are nx  complete pairs of data for expression and trait, 
{ X u ,  X \ 2 ) ,  ( X 2 1 ,  X 2 2 ) ,  •  •  •  ,  { X n x i ,  X n x 2 )  
and Nx  — nx  observations of the trait only, 
-X(nz + l)l, X ( n x + 2 ) 1 ,  '  '  '  ,  X N x i .  
Similarly, Yn and Y i 2  are trait and expression measures of the zth individual of genotype 
y. We assume (Ka, Yl2)' are bivariate normal with mean (jJyi, jiy2)' and the covariance 
matrix S that is the same for both genotypes x and y. There are ny  pairs of (Yn, Y l 2) 
and Ny — ny observations of Y,i only. All data are assumed to be independent across 
individuals. Using this framework, our problems of interest are 
(1) to test H0: fix2  = p,y2  vs. Ha ' Mx2 f Hy2' i  i.e., to test for association between QTL 
genotype and gene expression, and 
(2) to test H0  : p= ^1l2ff22 = 0 vs. Ha '• p 7^ 0; i.e., to test for correlation between the 
trait and gene expression conditional on QTL genotype. 
If nx  = Nx  and ny  = Ny .  the information of both trait and expression are available 
for all individuals, and the problems are easily handled by standard likelihood based 
methods. We are interested in cases where nx < Nx and ny < Ny. which can be consid­
ered as a missing data problem. If the individuals used for the microarray experiment 
are selected completely at random regardless of the trait value, Xi2 and Yi2 are missing 
completely at random (MCAR) using the nomenclature of Little and Rubin (2002). If 
we select individuals to measure expression using certain criteria concerning only X^ 
or Yu, then Xl2 and Yl2 are missing at random (MAR), but not observed at random 
(OAR). 
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3.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimators and Tests 
3.3.1 Derivation of maximum likelihood estimators and their asymptotic 
covariance matrix 
The maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters of a population with bivariate 
normal distribution when some of the observations of one variable are missing under the 
MCAR or MAR conditions has been described by Little and Rubin (2002), Mendoza 
(1993) and others. For the two population case discussed here, the MLE can be derived 
as follows. Recall that there are nx complete observations and Nx — nx observations 
for the trait only for individuals of genotype x, and for individuals of genotype y, there 
are ny complete observations and Ny — ny of observations of trait only. Based on the 
factorization method described by Little and Rubin (2002), the likelihood function can 
be written as 
L = {nïl f{Xil\lixl, Cll) rij=l f{Xj2\/320x + falXjl, CT22.l)| (3-1) 
{nil /(^il/4/i, on) riA/O^I&o», + faiYji, 022.1)} • 
The factors in the first brace pertain to the trait and expression level of individuals of 
the genotype x. The first factor is the density of an independent sample of size Nx of a 
normal distribution with mean /j,xi and variance <j\\. The second factor is the density of 
an independent sample of size nx from the conditional normal distributions of X]2 given 
Xji with conditional mean ^ox + ^ i^ji and variance 022.1 ior j = I,... ,nx. In a similar 
fashion, factors in the second brace pertain to the trait and expression level of individuals 
with genotype y. Note that (321 = cr12/(Tn, foox = Mx2 - Ai^i, fcoy = Hy2 - /32i/Uyi, and 
022.1 = CT22 — ^12/^11- Let 
0 = (Mxi, Hx2, Hy\i Hy2, o"ii) ^22) C12)', and (3.2) 
4> = (l lxl^J 'yl,^ll,P20x,P20y,f^2l,^22.l)'-
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Then <j> is a one-to-one mapping from 0. The maximum likelihood estimators, derived 
by maximizing equation (3.1), are as follows: 
t- lxl 
021 
— X l, ftyl — Y I, 
ju 
+ 
- n,/ ^ ^ 32 J 




E£ i(^2 - Âl^il) ^ _ J2i=10^2 -  02lY%\) 
nx  nv  
(3.3) 
and 
NX + Ny 
J2'jZl(Xi2 -  02Ox -  folXn)2  + Sr=l(^i2 -  020y ~ folYil)2  
nx  + ny  
To obtain the asymptotic variance of the above MLEs, we use a similar method as 
described by Mendoza (1993) to derive the inverted Fisher information matrix. Details 
of the derivation are contained in Appendix A. The resulting asymptotic variance of <f> 
is given by 
I~H 
<r11 











(n= 4- %)^ 11 
( r i x + n y ) a ' 1 1  ,2  z 







M yl -fJ-yl 
1 
(3.5) 
fi'xl and ji'yl are the means of the trait for the individuals selected for transcriptional 
profiling with genotype x and y, respectively, and a'n is the variance of these selected 
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individuals conditioned on genotype. Here we assume that the selection mechanism is 
such that the variance of the selected individuals will be the same for each genotype. If 
the individuals used for transcriptional profiling are selected completely at random, then 
we have fi'xl = /xxi, fx'yl — fiyl, and a'n — <rn. Note that throughout this paper when 
citing asymptotic results, we require that Nx/N, Ny/N, nx/Nx, and ny/Ny converge to 
positive constants as N goes to infinity. 
3.3.2 Testing for association between the expression of a gene and the iden­
tified QTL 
As described in Section 3.2, we may identify genes whose expression is associated 
with QTL genotype by testing H0 : jix2 = fiy2 vs. HA : /ix2 ^ /J,y2. Considering the 
reparameterization discussed in subsection 3.3.1, this is equivalent to testing the equality 
p20x + 021^x1 = /?20 y + (3.6) 
We will consider three tests for this problem, namely a Wald test, likelihood ratio test, 
and score test. 
Let 
s = P20X + PïlVxl — P20 y — 
and let 5 denote the maximum likelihood estimator of 6. Using the asymptotic variance 
of (f) given by (3.4) and the asymptotic normality and consistency of <f>, it can be shown 
that 
1 1 N\ ( ~ P2)aH , jA , ( 1 , 1 \ ^ 2) 
varW - + ny)a,u +») + (n, + nJ^-' > j ^  
, (/4l ~  rfy l  + /V - Vxl)20"22.1 /0 ^ I / , X , ' 10.() (^ + ^ )(%n 
for large N. This approximate variance can be derived by considering the asymptotic 
variances of and covariances among the terms fi20x, Piifixi, faoy, and /32iAyi> while taking 
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advantage of the asymptotic independence of /32i, fixi, and /iyl. A Wald test statistic 
can then be constructed as W — -Jr-r-. 
var(d)  
Examination of (3.7) reveals that var(<5) will decrease as a'n increases and (fj,'xl -
Kyi + Vyi ~ lJ'xi)2 decreases. Thus, to minimize variance and thereby maximize power 
we propose to select an equal number of individuals with the highest and lowest trait 
values from each genotypic class. For this selection strategy, a'n will be maximized and 
tfxi ~~ Myi + /V ~~ Mxi = 0. (3.8) 
This optimal selection strategy is depicted in Figure 3.1. 
For most applications, Nx  and Ny  will be large. Thus examination of (3.7) shows 
that satisfying (3.8) will be more important than maximizing a'xi. Thus any selection 
strategy satisfying (3.8) would be expected to perform nearly as well as selecting indi­
viduals from both tails of the trait distribution within each genotype class. For example, 
selecting individuals completely at random from each genotype class should lead to good 
performance. Note, however, that selecting individuals from each tail of the trait distri­
bution without consideration of genotype appears to be a poor selection scheme. With 
this strategy a'n will be small and, more importantly, (fi'xl — n'yl+nyi — pLx\)2 will be large 
when the individuals with the lowest trait values are predominantly of one genotype and 
individuals with the highest trait values are predominantly of the other genotype (as 
would be expected in our application). 
To conduct the likelihood ratio test or score test, the restricted MLE under (3.6) 
can be obtained using the EM algorithm (see Appendix B). Once the restricted and 
unrestricted estimates have been obtained, the LRT can be conducted in the usual 
manner. For the score test, an estimate of /_1(</>) subject to the constraint (3.6) is 
required but may not be readily available. For the case of selection completely at random, 
however, an appropriate estimate of /-1(çi>) is available since jj,'xl = fixi, n'yl = i and 





Figure 3.1 An idealized depiction of the joint distributions of trait and ex­
pression along with the marginal distributions of trait and ex­
pression conditional on genotype. Distributions for genotype x 
(y) are presented with solid (dashed) lines. We propose tran­
scriptional profiling for individuals with the highest and lowest 
trait values in each genotypic class. These individuals are repre­
sented by the shaded regions on the trait axis. This will result 
in observing the joint distributions of trait and expression in 
the regions labeled with x or y. The corresponding observed 
expression values are shaded on the expression axis. 
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each genotypic class, a'n could be estimated as 
- ,  53"=i(^a ~  Azi) 2  + ~ Ayi) 2  
o-ii = ; 
Tlx fly 
(3.9) 
The Wald test, likelihood ratio test and score test are asymptotically equivalent, but the 
Wald test is simpler in both representation and computation. Simulations in Section 3.4 
compare the three tests for finite sample sizes. 
3.3.3 Testing for correlation between gene expression and the quantitative 
trait, conditional on QTL genotype 
In addition to finding genes whose expression is associated with a known QTL for 
a traditional trait, researchers will be interested in identifying genes whose expression 
is correlated with the trait after accounting for the known effects of the QTL on the 
trait. Discovering such genes is important for understanding the genetic networks that 
underlie quantitative variation in the trait. Many of these genes may have expression 
that is associated with QTL genotype, and would therefore be identified as important 
via the tests described in Subsection 3.2. Other genes, however, may have expression 
values that are correlated with the trait but unassociated with genotype at the QTL. 
Such genes can be identified by testing Ho : p = 0 vs. H,\ :[>=£() using the test that we 
develop in this subsection. 
Our estimator of p, 
as derived using the Delta method and the inverse information matrix described in 
equations (3.4) and (3.5). To improve the normal approximation for small sample sizes, 
P  =  
has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean p and variance 
(3.10) 
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an approach similar to the Fisher transformation can be derived using a strategy similar 
to Mendoza (1993) and Hotelling (1953). Briefly, let 
k = -y-, (3.11) 
an 
N — Nx  + Ny, 
Ti — 7lx + 71 y , 
-371^  - 6nN + 20knAT - 3A  ^+ 20t^  - 28^ N  ^
h 32AT2&# 
t 
- 2a# + 4&7iAT - 4- 4A:^ - 4&W 
^ 32jV^# 
3n^ 4- 6nAT - 20&TiN + 3A^ - 20&A^ + 60A:^^ 
3 — 5 64N2kz 
Z(p) = tip + t2p3  + t3  In j + P and 
Z(p) denote the random variable obtained by replacing <7n, a'v l ,  and p by their estima­
tors. Then Z(p) has an asymptotic normal distribution with mean Z(p) and variance 
n _4 (see Appendix C for further details). This statistic is similar to that of Men­
doza (1993), but the form of its variance is different due to the loss of an extra degree 
of freedom in the two population setting. Since Z(p) approaches normality faster than 
p, it is a better statistic for testing H0 : p — 0. It can be verified that this test obtains 
maximum power when a'n is maximized by the selection strategy, which is the case when 
we select the individuals with the lowest and highest traits within each genotypic class. 
The value of a'n can be estimated using (3.9) when using this recommended strategy. 
3.4 Simulation Study 
We conducted a simulation study to evaluate the small-sample properties of the Wald 
test, likelihood ratio test, score test, and our proposed test for correlation. Throughout 
the simulations reported in this section, the difference in trait means for the two genotype 
classes was held constant at one unit (i.e., — /iyi = 1), and the within-genotype 
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variances for trait and expression were held constant at one unit (i.e., crn = a22 = !)• 
Additional simulations not reported here indicate that varying these factors provides no 
further insight into the small-sample properties of the proposed estimators. In particular, 
the performance of the tests appears to be unaffected by changes in /uxl — fiyi, and as 
expected, power increases as an and/or a22 decreases. 
To evaluate methods for testing for association between QTL genotype and expression 
(Ho : fix2 = ny2), we examined the small-sample performance of the Wald test, likelihood 
ratio test, score test, and two implementations of a standard t-test. For a given difference 
in means p,x2—^2 ranging from 0 to 1 unit in increments of 0.25 units, 10000 independent 
samples were generated. In each sample, a trait value and an expression level of a gene 
were simulated for Nx = 100 individuals of genotype x and for Ny = 100 individuals of 
genotype y. The correlation between trait and expression was fixed at p — 0.85. Thirty 
individuals from each genotype were selected as the individuals with complete data for 
both trait and expression level (nx — ny — 30). All other individuals were treated as if 
only trait values were available when performing the Wald test, likelihood ratio test or 
score test described in the previous section. Two strategies for selecting individuals for 
microarray experiments were considered here: (1) selection completely at random within 
each genotype group, and (2) selection of individuals with the top 15 and bottom 15 
trait values within each genotype group. The results from the Wald, likelihood ratio, and 
score tests were compared with that from a two-sample (-test using only the expression 
data from the 30 selected individuals from each genotype group as well as a two-sample 
t-test using expression data for all 100 individuals. The latter method was included to 
determine the degree of power loss associated with selective transcriptional profiling. 
Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 summarize the results for the 0.001-level, 0.01-level, and 
0.05-level tests of H0 : px2 = py2- For the simulation reported in Table 3.1, individuals 
used for the microarray experiment are selected at random from each genotype group. It 
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Figure 3.2 The power of the Wald test, LRT, score test, (-test using only 
expression levels of selected individuals (30 randomly selected 
from 100 in each genotypic class) and the (-test using the ex­
pression levels of all individuals. The expression level mean for 
individuals with genotype x was fixed at 0. The mean for indi­
viduals with genotype y varied from 0 to 1.75 in increments of 
0.25. The within-genotype correlation between expression and 
trait was fixed at p — 0.85. 
and score test are very similar, though the Wald test might have a slightly higher type 
I error and power than that of LRT, which in turn might be slightly higher than that of 
score test. All three tests are far superior to the (-test using only the expression level 
of selected individuals, especially when the mean difference is between .25 and .75. The 
(-test using the expression level of all individuals is the most powerful of all five, which 
is as expected. These results are also shown in Figure 3.2, which shows that the Wald 
test, LRT or score test offer a substantial improvement over the (-test using only the 
expression level from selected individuals. 
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Table 3.1 The type I error and power of the Wald test, likelihood ratio test 
(LRT), score test, (-test on the expression level of the randomly 
selected individuals (30 randomly selected from 100 in each geno-
typic class) and (-test on the expression level of all individuals. 
The trait mean is 0 for individuals with genotype y and 1 for 
individuals with genotype x. The mean of expression is 0 for 
individuals of genotype y. The within-genotype correlation be­
tween expression and trait was fixed at p = 0.85. The type I error 
rate and power are reported for test size of .001, .01 and .05, and 
results appear in that order. 
Mx2 — P-y2 Wald LRT Score (-test (-test 
(selected) (complete) 
0.00 0.0017 0.0012 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008 
0.0124 0.0110 0.0095 0.0104 0.0083 
0.0576 0.0548 0.0515 0.0521 0.0483 
0.25 0.0322 0.0254 0.0208 0.0089 0.0613 
0.1289 0.1197 0.1115 0.0496 0.2074 
0.2953 0.2891 0.2806 0.1632 0.4222 
0.50 0.3135 0.2845 0.2512 0.0727 0.5767 
0.5790 0.5635 0.5453 0.2419 0.8235 
0.7890 0.7833 0.7771 0.4681 0.9381 
0.75 0.8057 0.7809 0.7478 0.3001 0.9744 
0.9385 0.9338 0.9254 0.5921 0.9961 
0.9836 0.9828 0.9819 0.8172 0.9995 
1.00 0.9864 0.9828 0.9771 0.6511 1.0000 
0.9985 0.9983 0.9979 0.8794 1.0000 
0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9677 1.0000 
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Table 3.2 The power of the Wald test, LRT and score test when selecting 
individuals with extreme trait values in each genotypic class (top 
15 and bottom 15 of 100 in each genotypic class), compared with 
the (-test using only selected individuals or all individuals. All 
other conditions are the same as Table 3.1. 
Px2 — MÎ/2 Wald LRT Score (-test (-test 
(selected) (complete) 
0.00 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0000 0.0008 
0.0090 0.0084 0.0076 0.0000 0.0083 
0.0503 0.0486 0.0465 0.0000 0.0483 
0.25 0.0325 0.0280 0.0247 0.0000 0.0613 
0.1218 0.1159 0.1106 0.0000 0.2074 
0.2923 0.2877 0.2837 0.0060 0.4222 
0.50 0.3192 0.2996 0.2736 0.0000 0.5767 
0.5880 0.5768 0.5630 0.0072 0.8235 
0.8011 0.7968 0.7927 0.0998 0.9381 
0.75 0.8155 0.7983 0.7764 0.0045 0.9744 
0.9421 0.9383 0.9344 0.0989 0.9961 
0.9853 0.9847 0.9838 0.4713 0.9995 
1.00 0.9867 0.9835 0.9808 0.0668 1.0000 
0.9981 0.9981 0.9978 0.4634 1.0000 
0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.8682 1.0000 
To examine the possible effect of selection strategies, a second set of simulations were 
performed under the same situations except that in selecting individuals for microarray 
experiments, we selected the top 15 and bottom 15 individuals in each genotype group 
according to the trait value. The results are shown in Table 3.2. The power results 
when selecting individuals with extreme trait values within each genotypic group are 
very similar to the power results obtained when using random selection as shown in 
Table 3.1, which is consistent with our asymptotic result. The type I error rate and 
power for the (-test using only selected individuals are very low in Table 3.2 due to 
non-normality of the small samples. 
Because of the simplicity of computation and interpretation of the Wald test, it is our 
preferred method of testing for association between QTL genotype and gene expression. 
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Table 3.3 The type I error rate for the Wald test with different overall 
number of individuals and the number of selected individuals in 
each genotype. The nominal type I error rate is .001, .01 and .05 
respectively. Results are based on selection of individuals with 
highest and lowest traits within each genotype class. 
«2L • 
Nx  ' 
_ JhL 
Nv  sT ii 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
50 0.0039 0.0028 0.0017 0.0022 
0.0199 0.0163 0.0137 0.0157 
0.0687 0.0663 0.0579 0.0607 
100 0.0017 0.0011 0.0013 0.0011 
0.0134 0.0109 0.0101 0.0097 
0.0592 0.0557 0.0537 0.0516 
250 0.0009 0.0013 0.0014 0.0020 
0.0090 0.0105 0.0105 0.0112 
0.0500 0.0515 0.0530 0.0545 
Table 3.3 summarizes the type I error rate of the 0.001-level, 0.01-level, and 0.05-level 
Wald tests for varying values of Nx — Ny and nx = ny. The type I error rate tends to be 
higher than the nominal level with the greatest inflation in type I error rates occurring 
when both the overall number and the number of selected individuals are very low. Note, 
however, that even in the worst case, the observed type I error rate is not grossly higher 
than nominal. 
Another question of interest is the effect of within-genotype correlation on the power 
of test. Results of simulations under different within-genotype correlations are shown in 
Figure 3.3. As expected, the power of test increases with the value of correlation, and 
the increase is most substantial when the correlation coefficient is at least 0.6. 
In testing the significance of the within-genotype correlation coefficient, simulations 
were conducted under similar conditions used for Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, but the 
correlation coefficient was varied from 0 to 0.7. The statistic Z(p) was generated to test 




Within genotype correlation 
Figure 3.3 The power of the Wald test under random selection with regard 
to different within-genotype correlation coefficient values. The 
means of trait and expression level for y individuals are fixed 
at to be (0,0). The mean vector for x individuals is (1, .75) or 
(1,-5). 
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Table 3.4 The type I error rate and power in testing whether the with­
in-genotype correlation coefficient is 0 using the method described 
in Section 3.3. The compared selection strategies are random se­
lection within each genotype class (Random) and selection of the 
individuals with the most extreme quantitative traits within each 
genotype class (Tails). 



















power of the test are reported in Table 3.4. 
Obviously the test is more powerful when individuals with extreme trait values are 
selected from each genotypic class. Further simulations showed that this method gives 
the correct type I error rate even when the number of individuals is small (for example, 
Nx — Ny — 50 and nx — ny = 10). 
3.5 Uncertainty in QTL Genotype 
We have assumed that QTL genotypes are essentially known for all individuals in 
the QTL mapping population. In reality only the genotypes at genetic markers near 
estimated QTL positions are known. There are two related sources of uncertainty in the 
QTL genotype for each individual: (i) uncertainty in QTL genotype given its flanking 
marker genotypes, and (ii) uncertainty in the marker interval containing the QTL. The 
former source of uncertainty could be accounted for through a mixture model as in 
interval mapping of QTL (Lander and Botstein 1989; Carbonell et al. 1992). There 
is no conceptual difficulty in this development, though there will not be a closed form 
solution for the maximum likelihood estimates, and additional computational methods 
will be required. Variation in QTL position is potentially larger and more challenging 
to accommodate in a formal manner. 
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We conducted a simulation study to determine the probability and impact of mis-
classifying individual QTL genotypes when using the markers flanking the estimated 
QTL position to predict QTL genotypes. A single chromosome of length 1.1 Morgans 
was simulated with 12 markers spaced 10 centiMorgans (cM) apart. A single QTL was 
positioned in the center of the chromosome midway between the 6th and 7th markers. 
Marker and QTL genotypes were simulated using a backcross design and Haldane's map 
function (Haldane, 1919). Traits were normally distributed with standard deviation 1 
and a mean that depended on QTL genotype. QTL effect sizes ranging from 0.25 to 2.5 
in increments of 0.25 units were considered. For each effect size, 10,000 data sets were 
generated with 200 individuals in each data set. 
Using the approach of Haley and Knott (1992), test statistics were computed at 1 cM 
increments along the chromosome to scan for the presence of a QTL for each randomly 
generated data set. Simulation was used to determine the appropriate threshold for 
chromosome-wise significance at the 0.05 level. A QTL was estimated to be at position 
p if the test statistic corresponding to position p exceeded the threshold for significance 
and was the largest test statistic on the chromosome. The genotypes of the markers 
flanking an estimated QTL position were used to predict the QTL genotype of each 
individual with non-recombinant flanking marker genotypes. Estimated mean error rates 
ranged from 0.099 for effect size 0.25 to 0.003 for effect size 2.5. Estimated median error 
rates were considerably smaller ranging from 0.055 for effect size 0.25 to 0 for effect sizes 
greater than 1. Complete results are provided in Table 3.5. 
To determine the impact of QTL genotype misclassification on the power of our 
transcriptional profiling approach, we examined power of our Wald test for both selection 
strategies as a function of /ix2 — /J>V2 (effect of QTL on transcription) for QTL trait effect 
sizes fixi — i^yi = 0, ±0.25, • • •, ±1.25 and corresponding misclassification rates slightly 
higher than estimated in our simulation. Loss of power was greatest when the effects of 
the QTL on trait and expression were both small. For the worst-case scenario when the 
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Table 3.5 Mean and median misclassification error rates and power for QTL 
detection for varying QTL effect sizes. 









































effect of the QTL on expression and trait was 0.25 in magnitude, power dropped from 
just under 30% (see Tables 1 and 2) to just over 20%. Power loss for other scenarios was 
not as extreme. For example the power achieved in the presence of misclassification error 
was typically more than 90% of that achieved assuming no misclassification error, and 
the loss was negligible when the QTL effect on expression was 1 or greater. The full set 
of results are provided in Table 3.6. We have seen that misclassification probabilities 
and the impact of misclassification on power are greatest when the effect of the QTL 
on the trait is small. Our transcriptional profiling approach begins after a major trait 
QTL has been successfully mapped. Thus, in practice we will be dealing with QTL 
whose effects on the trait were large enough to be detected. The approximate power 
for picking up the 0.25 trait effect was estimated to be slightly less than 30% in our 
QTL simulation. Thus, although the misclassification rates were high and power cut by 
nearly a third in this case, other cases with larger effects, higher detection powers, and 
less substantial misclassification errors are more likely to be encountered in practice. 
Impact of misclassification on our proposed test for within-genotype correlation be­
tween expression and trait was also examined via simulation. Loss of power relative to 
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Table 3.6 Estimated power of the Wald test for detecting association be­
tween QTL genotype and gene expression for varying misclassi­
fication error rates, selection strategies, and QTL effects on trait 
and expression. Power estimates are based on 2000 simulation 
replications of the nominal 0.05 level Wald test with 30 individ­
uals selected from 100 individuals for each QTL genotype. The 
selection strategies are random selection within each genotype 
class (random) and selection of the individuals with the most 
extreme quantitative traits within each genotype class (tails). 
Error Selection QTL 1^x2 ' ~ /A/2 
Rate Strategy Effect 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 
0.00 random NA 0.061 0.288 0.782 0.980 1.000 1.000 
0.00 tails NA 0.055 0.298 0.780 0.988 1.000 1.000 
0.10 random -0.25 0.060 0.202 0.590 0.874 0.974 0.997 
0.10 random 0.25 0.051 0.225 0.599 0.905 0.987 1.000 
0.10 tails -0.25 0.062 0.203 0.557 0.864 0.979 0.995 
0.10 tails 0.25 0.060 0.208 0.598 0.890 0.983 1.000 
0.05 random -0.50 0.057 0.240 0.689 0.947 0.996 1.000 
0.05 random 0.50 0.060 0.265 0.710 0.955 1.000 1.000 
0.05 tails -0.50 0.059 0.211 0.629 0.933 0.994 0.999 
0.05 tails 0.50 0.058 0.248 0.697 0.949 0.999 1.000 
0.02 random -0.75 0.052 0.273 0.752 0.970 0.999 1.000 
0.02 random 0.75 0.054 0.266 0.767 0.974 1.000 1.000 
0.02 tails -0.75 0.053 0.254 0.714 0.962 0.999 1.000 
0.02 tails 0.75 0.057 0.279 0.749 0.979 1.000 1.000 
0.01 random -1.00 0.056 0.265 0.784 0.977 1.000 1.000 
0.01 random 1.00 0.049 0.270 0.785 0.975 1.000 1.000 
0.01 tails -1.00 0.052 0.243 0.723 0.972 0.999 1.000 
0.01 tails 1.00 0.059 0.283 0.787 0.983 1.000 1.000 
0.01 random -1.25 0.051 0.286 0.754 0.970 1.000 1.000 
0.01 random 1.25 0.065 0.273 0.784 0.981 1.000 1.000 
0.01 tails -1.25 0.057 0.241 0.709 0.963 0.998 1.000 
0.01 tails 1.25 0.053 0.300 0.803 0.986 1.000 1.000 
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Table 3.7 Estimated power of the test for within-QTL-genotype correla­
tion between expression and trait for varying misclassification 
error rates, selection strategies, and true correlations. Power es­
timates are based on 2000 simulation replications of the nominal 
0.05 level test with 30 individuals selected from 100 individuals 
for each QTL genotype. The selection strategies are random se­
lection within each genotype class (random) and selection of the 
individuals with the most extreme quantitative traits within each 
genotype class (tails). 
Error Selection QTL P 
Rate Strategy Effect 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
0.00 tails NA 0.049 0.233 0.711 0.958 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.00 random NA 0.054 0.113 0.329 0.616 0.881 0.979 0.999 
0.10 tails 0.25 0.063 0.289 0.754 0.977 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.10 tails -0.25 0.066 0.145 0.559 0.913 0.997 1.000 1.000 
0.10 random 0.25 0.065 0.159 0.376 0.697 0.910 0.988 1.000 
0.10 random -0.25 0.065 0.093 0.267 0.548 0.839 0.969 0.998 
0.01 tails 1.00 0.055 0.292 0.752 0.974 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.01 tails -1.00 0.056 0.186 0.622 0.954 0.999 1.000 1.000 
0.01 random 1.00 0.057 0.144 0.364 0.673 0.918 0.993 1.000 
0.01 random -1.00 0.059 0.109 0.293 0.617 0.877 0.984 1.000 
that reported in Table 3.4 was relatively minor. There was no detectable loss of power 
when the slope of the line segment connecting the points (/L£xi,^x2) and (flyi, fiy2) had 
the same sign as the within-genotype correlation coefficient (as in Figure 3.1). Power 
typically dropped by a few percentage points when the sign of the slope and the corre­
lation coefficient differed. In the worst case, power was slightly more than 70 % of that 
achieved with no misclassification error. The details are shown in Table 3.7. 
3.6 Discussion 
Much effort has been devoted to mapping QTL that control various traits, but to 
further understand the genetic mechanisms through which QTL may affect traits, it 
is necessary to test whether a given QTL affects the expression of other genes. The 
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genetical genomics approach proposed by Jansen and Nap (2001) offers a wealth of data 
that can be used to identify genes whose expression is linked to a QTL and to address 
many other interesting and important questions. The cost of measuring expression in a 
large number of individuals, however, prevents many researchers from attempting full-
scale genetical genomics studies. The work that we present here has been motivated by 
our interactions with scientists who wish to understand the genetic mechanisms through 
which a QTL affects a trait of interest but cannot afford to measure expression of all 
individuals in their QTL mapping population. They often ask the question: "Given that 
we cannot measure the expression of all individuals, which subset of individuals should 
we measure?". We have proposed selective transcriptional profiling as an answer to this 
question. 
In this paper we have described an optimal selection strategy for the goal of identi­
fying genes whose expression is linked to a QTL or correlated with the trait of interest. 
Furthermore, we have developed statistical tests that make appropriate use of the se­
lected data to identify genes of interest. This is a first step in the very complex problem 
of identifying genetic pathways that are linked to a QTL of interest. Selective transcrip­
tional profiling is ideal for this kind of study as it provides power that approaches that 
of full-scale genetical genomics at far less cost. 
We compared the Wald test, likelihood ratio test, and score test as methods for 
using the selected data to identify linkages between QTL and gene expressions. The 
performance of the three tests was quite similar, but we stated a preference for the Wald 
test due to its simplicity in form and in computation. In practice the test would need to 
be executed for several thousand genes; thus computational efficiency is an important 
consideration. 
It is also important to consider simultaneous inference issues when conducting thou­
sands of tests. Such issues have been dealt with extensively in recent microarray lit­
erature where conducting one test for each of thousands of genes has become routine. 
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Selective transcriptional profiling will produce two sets of p-values where each set con­
tains one p-value for each of several thousand genes. One set will consist of p-values 
corresponding to tests of linkage between gene expression and the QTL while the other 
set will contain p-values for the tests of correlation between gene expression and trait, 
conditional on QTL genotype. A false discovery rate (FDR) approach as described by 
Storey and Tibshirani (2003) could be used to identify significant tests within each set 
while managing FDR at a level specified by the investigator. 
3.7 Future Work 
Results are beginning to become available from a few large-scale genetical genomics 
studies involving quantitative traits, molecular markers, and gene expression from hun­
dreds of individuals. It will be important to compare results obtained from analysis of 
the full data set to the results that would be obtained by examining only the subset of 
the data that would be available if our selective transcriptional profiling approach were 
employed. Certainly the full data will provide more information than can be obtained 
with our selective transcriptional profiling approach. However, we expect analysis of real 
data to show that much can be discovered with our selective transcriptional profiling 
approach, making it attractive when resource limitations preclude full-scale genetical 
genomics. 
We have focused on the two-genotype case in this paper, but extending the work 
to handle multiple groups is important for two reasons. First many QTL mapping 
studies are conducted in F2 populations where three genotypes occur at any given locus. 
Second researchers may be interested in simultaneously studying multiple QTL for a 
given trait. For q different QTL, each with m possible genotypes, a total of qm classes 
should be considered. A variety of contrasts among the qm expression group means may 
be of interest in this case. The extension of the methodology described in this paper 
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to the multiple group case is straightforward, but a substantial amount of derivation 
is involved. As an example, consider the three genotype scenario encountered in an 
experiment using an F2 population. Let Ztl and Zi2 designate the trait and expression 
value for individuals in the third genotype group; all other notation is analogous to 
previous notation. The interest now is to test H0: //z2 = [ly2 — ^2, or equivalently 
7 = 0, where 7 — (nx2 — /J.y2,ny2 — Ha)'. The Wald test statistic is then constructed as 
W = 7/B~17, with B denoting the asymptotic covariance matrix of 7. The maximum 
likelihood estimates are the natural generalization of those provided in equations (3.3) 
for the two-genotype case. Now let 
&xy = /4l — l l ' y \  + /-tyl _  Hx 1) 
Ayz = fJ,'yl - fl'zl + Hzi ~ (Xyi, 
Azz = l l ' x l— ll ' z X+IX zl  — f lx l -
It can be shown that \B\ — +"^234 + ^ + ô3 + 64, where 1 1 TlxTlyTlz 
Nx + Ny + Nz 2 4 
( 1 1 1 1 1 1 \ 2 
+ + Arynx + jVynz + + Nzny) an(J22A 21 ' 
^11^22.1^21 / + + 
( n x  + n y  +  n z ) a ' n  \  N z  N x  N y  )  '  
a22-i (+ , 
(Mz + % + \ "« / 
It is obvious that |B| is minimized by a selection strategy for which Axy, and Axz 
are zero. Thus selection strategies analogous to those proposed for the two-genotype 
case are recommended when three QTL genotypes are present. The likelihood ratio and 
score tests can also be extended in a similar fashion. 
We have assumed the joint distribution of trait and expression to be bivariate nor­






following transformation in others, there will be situations where this assumption is un­
reasonable. Deriving nonparametric methods for testing the hypotheses that we consider 
is feasible. In particular, we are developing an approach based on empirical likelihood 
(Owen, 2001) that can be used with selective transcriptional profiling. The empirical 
likelihood approach will work for general distributions encountered in practice and can 
achieve power very similar to that of our parametric method when the bivariate normal 
assumption happens to be satisfied. We plan to report on this work in progress in a 
future publication. 
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3.9 Appendix 
Derivation of the Information Matrix 
Let (f>i = Hyi,crn) and <^2 = (/?20x, Aoy, Ai, o"22.i)- Also let D(4>) represent the 
matrix of the second derivatives of the log-likelihood with regard to </>, then 
D(<f> i )  0  
o d(4>2) 
since all the derivatives involving both parameters in fa and fa are zero. Also 
ES (^ti-fei) 
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Its inverse is shown in equation (3.4). 
Using the EM Algorithm to Obtain Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimates 
Computation of the likelihood ratio and score test statistics for testing H0 : (ix2 = 
fj,y2 requires maximum likelihood estimates of fix2 and fiy2 subject to the restriction 
fix2 = /J,/2. The estimates can be obtained via the EM algorithm using the common 
approach for exponential families (see Little and Rubin (2002)). Under the restriction 
fix2 = fiV2 = ft2, we define the parameter vector 
&r = (Mxli Myl) M2) °"lli "'u)-
Given the current parameters estimates ffih\ the (h + l)th iteration of EM is as follows: 
E step: For incomplete observations, compute 
Let 
Tlx Nx 
Aih) = 53-^2 + 53 a<xi> 
i=l i=nx +1 
z e 




n y Ny 
Ayh) = 53 r*2 + 53 
1=1 i=n y - 3r\  
Tly Ny 
B?' = Ër.l+ E C'. ""d 
1=1 i=nv+l 
riy 
C = EY«y»+ E c2». 
i=l i=nB+ 1 
M step: Compute the new estimates of 0^"^ by 
- Xi, 
( / l + l )  _  A i  ^  +  A y h ^  
a 
(,+D _ + 
ii N x  + Ny 
(A+l) _ - ^ /vy, + g(") -
(h+D _ Cf - i + 
a 12 NX  4" Ny 
Also compute — °22+1' — <Ti2+1^/(Tii+1'-
Derivation oj the Va,nance Stabilizing Transformation of p 
From Subsection 3.3.3 
v a r W S ( 1 _ ^ ( Z  +  M I _ Z >  +  £  
A function f ( p )  will provide a variance stabilizing transformation similar to the well 
known Fisher's Z transformation of Pearson's correlation coefficient if 
j l - f ( p ) = 1 = (3.12) 
dp y/n • var(/3) (1 - p2)\/np2 + 2A^(l — p2) + Np2 
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To derive f ( p )  note that using a Taylor expansion about p  =  0 yields, 
1 
y/np2 + 2Nk(l - p2) + Np2 
1 n  —  2 N k  +  N  o  3(ti — 2 N k  +  N ) 2  ,  6  
' R  +  P  +  0 ( p 6 ) .  (2NA): 2T(2Njk)5 
Substituting (3.13) into (3.12) and integrating yields 
f { p )  =  h p  +  t 2 p 3  +  h  I n  7 - ^ ,  1 — p 
which leads to the variance stabilizing transformation shown in (3.11). 
(3.13) 
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CHAPTER 4. An Empirical Likelihood Method for 
Multi-sample Comparison with Surrogate Variables, with 
Application to Selective Transcriptional Profiling 
Dong Wang, Song Xi Chen and Dan Nettleton 
Abstract: Selective transcriptional profiling is an attractive approach for alleviating the 
high cost of genetical genomics research. The method described in Wang and Nettleton 
(2005) is based on parametric models that might not be appropriate for all experiments. 
In this article, we derive empirical likelihood based inference for multi-sample comparison 
when information is available on surrogate variables. This provides a nonparamet.ric 
method for studies using selective transcriptional profiling approach. It is shown that 
when testing for the association between the transcription abundance of a given gene 
and a known QTL, the principle of using relatively inexpensive trait data on extra 
individuals to improve the efficiency of the test also applies to an empirical likelihood 
based method. Thus we can extend the application of selective transcriptional profiling 
to situations where the assumptions of normality and equal variance between genotypes 
may be problematic. The theoretical result is derived in the framework of estimating 
equations, so it might be applied to other multi-sample comparison problems as well. 
KEY WORDS: Empirical Likelihood, Microarray; Quantitative Trait Locus; Selective 
Transcriptional Profiling; Surrogate Variable. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Selective transcriptional profiling was proposed by Wang and Nettleton (2005) as 
an approach to improve the efficiency and affordability of genetical genomics. In com­
mon genetical genomics studies (Jansen and Nap, 2001; Brem et al., 2002; Yvert et al., 
2003), the transcriptional abundance of each gene as measured by microarray experi­
ments is treated as a traditional trait like crop yield or body fat, and the usual QTL 
mapping strategy is carried out for the expression level of each gene. Since it is often the 
case that hundreds of microarrays are needed to achieve the desirable power, financial 
considerations limit this approach to few well funded researchers. Selective transcrip­
tional profiling involves selecting an optimal subset of individuals to microarray from a 
larger set of individuals for which relatively inexpensive quantitative trait and molecular 
marker data are available. It is shown that by using microarray data from the selected 
individuals, along with the trait and marker data from all individuals, one can iden­
tify genes whose transcript abundance is associated with a quantitative trait of interest 
through linkage to a trait QTL with far fewer microarrays than the traditional genetical 
genomics approach. Conversely, one can achieve much greater power in the test for QTL 
association with the same number of microarrays. 
The method described in Wang and Nettleton (2005) is derived in a missing data 
framework, assuming that the expression abundance of a given gene and the value of a 
traditional trait have a bivariate normal distribution. Also it is assumed that the co-
variance matrix is the same for individuals in different genotypic groups. Though these 
assumptions are reasonable over a wide range of experiments (perhaps after transforma­
tion), there are situations where these assumptions may be hard to justify. Thus it is 
desirable to develop a nonparametric method for analyzing data obtained by selective 
transcriptional profiling when strict parametric assumptions are questionable. 
The problem of selective transcriptional profiling is related to the study of surrogate 
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endpoints or auxiliary outcome data. The study of surrogate endpoints is of particular 
interest to the medical community. One important example involves the use of CD4 
count as a surrogate variable for subsequent survival time for human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV) patients. In fishery studies, the tonnage of catch reported by a fishing 
boat captain is used as a surrogate for the tonnage of catch reported by government 
appointed observers. In social economic studies, economic status of a household from 
previous surveys might be used if the status is not reported in the most recent survey; 
income reported by a survey respondent may be used if a valid social security number 
is not available to match tax records. 
A surrogate variable study is usually formulated as follows. Data are composed of a 
validation sample (V) and a nonvalidation sample (V). The validation sample is made up 
of observations with measurement on the variable of interest (F), as well as a surrogate 
or auxiliary variable (S) and also some covariate information (%). The nonvalidation 
sample is made up of observations with only information on S and X. The goal is to 
m a k e  i n f e r e n c e  o n  s o m e  p a r a m e t e r  / ? ,  w h i c h  d e f i n e s  s o m e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  r e g a r d i n g  X  
and Y. The main statistical problem in analysis with a surrogate variable is how to 
utilize the information carried in S about the parameter /3. 
Considerable research has been done to better utilize the information in the sur­
rogate or auxiliary variable. Pepe (1992) proposed a semiparametric approach based 
on augmented likelihood, and Fleming et al. (1994) extended this approach to survival 
data and at the same time proposed an augmented score approach. Robins and Rot-
nitzky (1995) proposed using weighted estimating equations, in which the contribution 
of an observation in the validation sample to the estimating equations is inflated by the 
inverse of the probability of selection into the validation sample. In econometrics litera­
ture, Hahn (1998), Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder (2003) and others studied the treatment 
effect problem, where the probability of being included in a specific sample is estimated 
with a nonparametric estimator. Tarozzi (2004) considered a measurement error model 
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with validation data using a similar method. 
Chen, Leung, and Qin (2003) proposed using empirical likelihood for inference about 
/3 based on estimating equations from both the validation and the nonvalidation samples. 
Empirical likelihood is a nonparametric method of inference introduced by Owen (1988, 
1990), which has properties analogous to that of parametric likelihood, including Wilks' 
theorem and Bartlett correction. Chen, Leung, and Qin (2003) show that using the 
nonvalidation sample leads to more precise estimation of (3, and the gain in efficiency 
increases with the size of the nonvalidation sample. Moreover, the method is more 
efficient when the information provided by the surrogate is highly "correlated" to the 
true endpoint. 
The problem of selective transcriptional profiling can be treated as a multi-sample 
comparison problem when auxiliary data are available. Thus methods developed for 
surrogate endpoints can potentially be extended to the selective transcriptional profiling 
approach. The measurement of gene expression as obtained by microarray technology is 
the true endpoint that is part of the validation data in this setting, which are available 
for a subset of individuals within each genotypic group. The measurement on a trait of 
interest, such as crop yield or body fat, is the surrogate for gene expression or nonvalida­
tion data. The question of interest is to test whether the mean of the expression level of a 
certain gene is different among genotypes. When the relatively inexpensive trait value is 
highly correlated with gene expression, one can potentially improve the efficiency of the 
test for association by using the extra trait data, which is achieved by selective transcrip­
tional profiling approach as presented in Wang and Nettleton (2005) with a parametric 
model. In this paper, we extend empirical likelihood based inference for auxiliary data 
to the multi-sample comparison problem, then apply the general results to the selective 
transcriptional profiling approach. It is shown that as in the parametric model setting, 
using relatively inexpensive trait data on extra individuals can significantly increase the 
power in detecting genes whose expression level is associated with a QTL when using 
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empirical likelihood based inference. Alternatively one can achieve similar power using 
far fewer microarray chips. Like in other examples, the empirical likelihood method 
exhibits properties analogous to those based on parametric likelihood as discussed in 
Wang and Nettleton (2005). 
4.2 Empirical Likelihood Based Multi-sample Testing with 
Auxiliary Data 
In this section we demonstrate that the empirical likelihood ratio statistic for a multi-
sample test with auxiliary data has a chi-square calibration. For the sake of simplicity 
in notation, we present the result in two-sample tests. Results for cases with more than 
two samples can be similarly derived with necessary modifications. 
Let X i  =  ( X n , X i 2 ) ,  i  =  1 , . . . ,  n x  +  m x  be independent observations from the same 
population. The values for JQi's are available for all nx + rnx observations, but values 
for X/2's are only available for i — 1,..., nx, i.e. the validation sample. Accordingly 
{X(nx+k)i }fe=i are the nonvalidation sample. We assume that nx/(nx + m,x) —> cx for a 
constant cx G (0,1) as nx —? oo. Suppose that the information for the distribution of X,j 
is summarized in an unknown ^ -dimensional parameter f3x via a ^ -dimensional estimating 
function U(Xi,/3x), with E{(J(Xl. 0X)} = 0. Furthermore, the auxiliary information 
is summarized in a r-dimensional zero-mean estimating function g(XlA, 7.,.) with a r-
dimensional unknown parameter jx. Note here Xti potentially includes both surrogate 
variables for Xi2 and covariates that are always observable. Also we suppose that Yj — 
(Yji, Yj2), j — 1 ,...,ny + my are independent observations from another population. 
Here {Yj}^ are the validation sample, and {Y(riy+ij 1}^ are the nonvalidation sample. 
W e  d e f i n e  U ( Y j , P y ) ,  5 ( ^ 1 , 7 y ) ,  a n d  c y  a n a l o g o u s l y  w i t h  r e g a r d  t o  U ( X i , ( 3 T ) )  g ( X n ,  
and cx. 
The interest here is to test H0 : (5X = (3y v.s. Ha : (3X ^ (3y. In the special case 
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where (5X and (3y are the means of Xa and Yj2 respectively, the problem is to test 
whether the two populations have the same mean when auxiliary data are present. 
Parameters (3X and 3y can also be population quantiles, regression coefficients, or other 
parameters. To formulate empirical likelihood in this setting, denote ip 6 {x. y} and i> G 
{X,Y}, let pipi,... iPfniI be the nonnegative weights placed on the validation samples 
{Xi}^x or {Yj}"^. Also let q^+i), • • -, be the nonnegative weights placed 
on the nonvalidation samples or {Y(ny+i)\}T=\ respectively. The empirical 
likelihood for parameter vector { ( 5 X ,  " f x ,  Py ,  l y )  is 
L(0x ,  7x, 0y, 7y) = max p x l  q x k  p y j  J J  q y l  





^ ] 9-0/0 — 1 ) 
k=  1  
Tfl^ 
^ ^ Qipk 7t/>) — 0. 
and 
4=1 
k =1  
We denote ^ 
= dg^i('y^)/d'y^. Using Lagrange multipliers as in Qin and Lawless (1994), the 
optimal weights for the parameter ( / 3 x , J x ,  / 3 y , J y )  can be shown to be 
"*• 
= + + for ' = 1 (4 '2) 
= ^i + b< k = 1- • • • " > *  <43) 
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where the Lagrange multipliers v  —  1 , 2 ,  3, satisfy the following equations: 
Y UM) = 0 (4.4) 
i=1 1 + ^ >1 Uipi(Pip) + ^25-0» (7*) 
V  StiM =  0  ( 4 5 )  
i=1 1 (7-1/1) 
g^(»y,+fc)(7v») = 0 (4 g) 
fc=1 1 
Using (4.2) and (4.3), we can write the negative log empirical likelihood as 
^z,7z,/)y,7v) = -Zlog^AcTz,/^,^)} 
nil) 
-  %  2 2  £  ^ { 1 + + Ç 2 & M W )  
1p 2=1 
rri^p 
+2 £ £ log{l + ^3gvw+k)(7v)} 
ï/j k~ 1 
+2 log(n^,) + log(m$)}. (4.7) 
t 
When the null hypothesis is true, we denote 
Px = Py •— P- (4.8) 
Then differentiate (4.7) with regard to P, 7X and 7y and use the results (4.4)-(4.6) to get 
y jf- y UW 1 = 0; (4 9) 
it ffy-ifa) T yA 9^rH+k){7y-) ^ 
^ 1 + + ^2^(7^) ^ ^  ^ + ^3^W+k)(7v) 
Let (P, 7a;, 7y, txi,tx2, tx3, tyl, ty2, ty3) be the solutions to (4.4)-(4.6) and (4.8)-(4.10). Ac­
cordingly, we have the maximum empirical likelihood estimator of the parameter under 
H0 as (/?, 7X, %). On the other hand, if we allow the estimators for Px and Py to take 
different values and replace (4.9) with 
tr y  U*i(Pl>) =  0  ( 4  i n  
, 1 + ^Uiinidib) + C,9.te(7i/j) 
2=1 
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we can obtain the maximum empirical likelihood estimator without constraint, 
with the corresponding Lagrange multiplier (txi,tx2, tx3, tyl, ty2,ty'i), by solving (4.4)-
(4.6), (4.10) and (4.11). The log empirical likelihood ratio statistic for testing H0 : (3X = 
A, is 
The following theorem is a nonparametric version of the Wilks' theorem in parametric 
likelihood theory for the empirical likelihood ratio statistic. 
Theorem 1. Under the conditions given in the Appendix and (3X — j3y, TZ® A ^  as 
min—> oo, ip E {x,y}. 
This theorem can be used to provide calibration for the empirical likelihood ratio 
statistic when testing Ho : Px — (3y. Note that Wilks' theorem has been shown to hold 
for the empirical likelihood ratio statistic in a wide range of problems. Owen (1991) 
discussed empirical likelihood for ANOVA. Jing (1995) and Adimari (1995) considered 
the comparison of the mean for two populations. Qin and Lawless (1995) considered 
the case for parameters under constraints, and the multi-sample problem was discussed 
in Chapter 12 of Owen (2002). Our results and those in Chen, Leung, and Qin (2003) 
suggest that this property of empirical likelihood also applies to data with surrogate 
variables. While Chen et al. (2003) deals with one population case, we concentrate on 
multi-sample comparison problems, while also allowing missing at random with known 
observation probabilities as shown in Section 4.3. 
To further simplify the notation, we may omit parameters (3^ and 7^ in and 
Sty,(7^) respectively. Also define V(U^,) = E(U^U^) and V{gt) = E{g^). 
Consider the local alternative (3y — (3X + ri^^u, where 0 < \\u\\ < 00. Here we 
suppose that nx and ny are of the same order. It can be shown that the asymptotic 
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power for the test defined in Theorem 1 is P(Xp(A) > Xp,i-a)i where a is the size of the 
test and A is the noncentrality parameter of the noncentral chi-square distribution with 
value 
-l 
u.  A = - (1 -
tp 
When the nonvalidation data are not utilized and the inference is based only on the 
validation data, the asymptotic power function becomes P(Xp(A) > Xp,i-<*)> where the 
noncentrality parameter of the noncentral chi-square distribution is 
-l 
u.  
Since A > A, using nonvalidation data improves the power of the multi-sample test. 
The improvement in power is higher when is smaller, that is, when the nonvalidation 
sample is large. Since the term E{U^,g^)V~l (g^)E{g^U^) can be seen as a measure of 
correlation between estimating functions U and g, it also suggests that the power is 
higher when the information contained in g is highly correlated to that contained in U. 
A simple variation of Theorem 1 can be used to test H0 : f3x = (3y = (30, whether the 
parameters for two populations have the same specific value. The empirical likelihood 
ratio statistic for this case is 
%-(#)) = 4A), %) - 4/L 7%, Â,, %), 
which converges to x|p- The test statistic for more than two populations can also be 
derived in a straightforward fashion. 
4.3 Extension to Missing at Random with Known Probability 
of Observation 
In the previous section, we assume that the validation sample and the corresponding 
nonvalidation sample are both random samples from the same population, or Xi2 and Yi2 
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in the nonvalidation samples are missing completely at random (MCAR). In practice, 
one might select objects to measure Xi2 or Ya using some criteria based on X,;1 or 
Ya. For example, in Wang and Nettleton (2005), transcriptional abundance of genes 
measured by microarrays might be obtained using individuals with most extreme trait 
values within each genotypic group. In these settings, the values of X,2 and Yi2 in the 
nonvalidation samples are missing at random (MAR), but not MCAR. In this section, 
we extend Theorem 1 to cover situations where the probability of observation is known. 
The case that the probability of observation needs to be estimated will be discussed in 
the Conclusion and Discussion. 
Let S^i = 1 if 2 is observed, i.e., ^ is in the validation sample, and Svl = 0 if 
is in the nonvalidation sample, in which case we only know the value of Let 
denote We define the probability that the <th individual is selected for the 
validation sample given as 
7T«(#l) = P{5fi = 
Accordingly, 1 — tt^^i) is the probability that is included in the nonvalidation sample. 
We also assume that 5^ and Wi2 are conditionally independent given ^i, i.e. 
àxpi -L ^2 | (4.12) 
and 0 < < 1. Note that if ^ does not depend on observations on other units, 
iTifëi) becomes the response propensity score p(\Pa) P(S^i = l|^i), and (4.12) re­
duces to the strongly ignorable missing at random condition in Rosenbaum and Rubin 
(1983). We use the weaker condition here to allow selection based on all values. 
In the weighted estimating equation method (Robins and Rotnitzky, 1995) as well as 
the treatment effect problems considered by Hahn (1998); Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder 
(2003) and others, unbiased estimates are obtained by inflating the estimating equations 
for complete observations with the inverse of the propensity score. Similar techniques 
can be used here for validation and nonvalidation samples. 
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Denote = F(<5^ = 1), and define the following quantities as estimating functions 
adjusted with the probability of being included in a specific sample: 
^W/4) = for i = 1,..., 7^, 
/ \ VlpÇTpi^rilp) r • 1 9fi\/ip) ~ / T \ f°r i — 1) • • • i K i ^ l )  
x \ ~~ ri')9ip(ni,+k){li>) t  ^ , 1 _ 
Siptn^+tyilip) — 1 / T \ f°r k — ! ) • • • )  m 4 > -1 — 7T^WiJ 
Note that by (4.12), we have, using iterated integration, 
E{%i(P^)\S^i — 1} = E{U^i{(i^)} = 0. (4.13) 
Similarly we can show 
£{<Mlip) I blpi = 1} = 0, and E^g^+k)^) | S^+k) = 0} = 0. 
Thus Û^i(/3$), g^iihp) and g^(ni,+k){hp) are also unbiased estimating functions condition­
ing on the sample assignment. By using t/^(A/,), g^(^) and g^(n^+k)(hp) to replace 
g^(^) and ™ (4.4)-(4.6) and (4.8)-(4.10) respectively, we can de-
rive the empirical likelihood ratio statistic for testing H0 under missing at random but 
with known probability of observation. The chi-square calibration can also be shown to 
hold in this case. 
4.4 Applications to Selective Transcriptional Profiling 
First we consider the case in which the QTL only has two genotypes, which is the 
case for back cross, doubled haploid or recombinant inbred lines. Using the notation of 
Section 4.2, in the selective transcriptional profiling problem, Xa and Yn are the values of 
a traditional trait for the ith individual in genotypic group x and y respectively. Variables 
Xi2 and Yi2 are the expression levels of a gene of interest measured by microarrays for the 
corresponding individual. The problem of testing for association between the expression 
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level of a certain gene and the QTL is equivalent to testing whether Xi2 and Ya have 
the same mean. Thus, j3x and f3y are the means of expression levels for individuals in 
the two genotypic groups respectively, and 7y are the corresponding means of the 
traditional trait known to be associated with the QTL. The estimating functions are 
Uxi {Px ) = Xi2 Pxi 9xi(lx) — Xn "7x1 
Uyj(Py) - Yj2 - Py, 9yj(ly) = Yjl ~ 7y 
The empirical likelihood based test for association between transcriptional abundance 
and QTL genotype involves deriving the maximum empirical likelihood estimator 
under H0 : Px — Py P, and the maximum empirical likelihood estimator (px, %, Py, 7y)r 
with no constraint on Px and Py. Theorem 1 shows that the empirical likelihood ratio 
statistic can be compared to xl distribution to obtain a p-value. 




Recall the local alternative discussed in Section 4.2, suppose Py — Px = n^2u with 
0 < u < oo. The asymptotic power of the test using extra trait data is given by 
P(xlW > Xi,i—a)! where the noncentrality parameter for the noncentral chi-square 
distribution is 
À = u2 
- (1 
When the nonvalidation data (extra trait data) are not used and the empirical likelihood 
is based only on individuals with expression data, the noncentrality parameter in the 
asymptotic power function becomes 
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Thus, we achieve better power for the test of association between transcriptional abun­
dance and the QTL of interest by including the extra trait data (nonvalidation data). 
This is also the case in Wang and Nettleton (2005) when bivariate normal distribution 
is assumed for the expression abundance and trait value. 
Wang and Nettleton (2005) also considered the case of selecting individuals with 
most extreme trait values in each genotypic group for microarray experiments. The 
results in Section 4.3 assume that 0 < tt^^i) < 1, which implies that any individual can 
possibly be selected or excluded for microarray experiments. So the method of Wang and 
Nettleton (2005) of selecting equal number of individuals with the highest and lowest 
trait values for microarrays cannot be applied directly, since it necessitates that 7r«(\&i) 
be either 0 or 1. However, it is possible to preferentially select individuals with more 
extreme trait values for microarrays and use the result in Section 4.3. 
For cases with more than two genotypes, such as in F2 populations, results analogous 
to Theorem 1 can be obtained in a straight forward fashion. The general idea of using 
extra trait values to enhance the power of test still applies. 
The performance of the empirical likelihood based method for finite sample size is 
studied with simulation presented in Section 4.5. 
4.5 Simulation Study 
First we suppose that the expression level of a certain gene and the trait value 
known to be associated with a QTL have a bivariate normal distribution as in Wang 
and Nettleton (2005). There are 100 individuals with QTL genotype x and y respectively. 
The trait means are jx = 0 and 7y = 1 for genotypes x and y. Suppose — <7^,22 = 1 
and (7^12 = .85 for both genotypes. In this notation a^u is the variance for the trait value 
for individuals in genotypic group -0, and 07,22 is the variance of expression abundance 
for genotype ip individuals. Here we suppose that the two genotypic groups share the 
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same covariance matrix. The trait value is supposed to be known for all individuals, 
while the expression level as measured by microarray experiments are available on 30 
randomly selected individuals in each genotype. By simulation results not shown here, 
the value of 7^, does not appear to affect the performance of the test, while the test is 
more powerful if or 0^22 is smaller. 
Here we examine the performance of the empirical likelihood based test with auxiliary 
data when compared to the empirical likelihood based test using only the expression data 
from 30 individuals in each group. We also present results obtained using the Wald test 
as proposed in Wang and Nettleton (2005). Note that in this case all the parametric 
assumptions for the Wald test are satisfied. For a given difference in means f3v — Qx, 
ranging from 0 to 1 unit in increments of 0.25 units, 1,000 independent samples were 
generated. The results are summarized in Table 4.1. 
It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the Wald test is the most powerful of these three 
tests, which is expected as the parametric model assumptions for the Wald test are 
satisfied. But it is notable that the empirical likelihood based test with a surrogate 
variable (trait value) can achieve power that is only slightly lower than that of the Wald 
test under conditions most favorable to the parametric method. It is also obvious that 
using the trait value in empirical likelihood inference leads to far superior performance 
than that of empirical likelihood test for two samples using only the expression data. 
This confirms that the principal of using extra trait data to improve power also applies 
to our nonparametric method. The result for the size 0.05 test is also shown in Figure 
4.1. 
Obviously, the interest in using the empirical likelihood method as opposed to using 
fully parametric models is that empirical likelihood does not require specific distribu­
tions. To explore conditions where the parametric assumptions in Wang and Nettleton 
(2005) no longer hold, we perform simulations for two such cases with results summarized 
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
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Table 4.1 The type I error rate and power of the Wald test, the empirical 
likelihood based test with a surrogate variable (trait), and the 
empirical likelihood based test using only expression values from 
30 randomly selected individuals out of 100 in each genotypic 
class. Within each genotypic group, expression level and trait 
are assumed to have a bivariate normal distribution. The type 
I error rate and power are reported for three test sizes: .01, .05 
and .10, and results appear in that order. 




0 .005 .008 .014 
.048 .047 .063 
.090 .099 .111 
.25 .121 .122 .64 
.289 .280 .182 
.392 .390 .258 
.50 .592 .590 .283 
.820 .809 .549 
.884 .878 .669 
.75 .944 .938 .643 
.986 .983 .839 
.996 .995 .913 
1.00 .997 .995 .881 
1.000 1.000 .984 






0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.0 
Mean of y Genotype 
Figure 4.1 The power of the Wald test, the empirical likelihood based test 
using a surrogate (trait), and the empirical likelihood based test 
using only expression data. The expression level for individuals 
with genotype x was fixed at 0. The mean for individuals with 
genotype y varies from 0 to 1.25 in increments of 0.25. The size 
of the test is .05. These results are also reported in Table 4.1 
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Table 4.2 The type I error rate and power of the Wald test, the empirical 
likelihood based test with a surrogate variable (trait), and the 
empirical likelihood based test using only expression values from 
30 randomly selected individuals out of 100 in each genotypic 
class. Within each genotypic group, expression level and trait 
are assumed to have a bivariate normal distribution, but the co-
variance matrices are different between genotypes. The type I 
error rate and power are reported for three test sizes: .01, .05 
and .10, and results appear in that order. 




0 .013 .012 .008 
.053 .059 .047 
.111 .115 .113 
.25 .045 .045 .039 
.130 .139 .112 
.219 .228 .205 
.50 .208 .228 .164 
.411 .432 .381 
.533 .544 .509 
.75 .518 .529 .430 
.720 .738 .652 
.808 .821 .765 
1.00 .789 .794 .720 
.924 .933 .880 
.958 .968 .936 
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Table 4.3 The type I error rate and power of the Wald test, the empirical 
likelihood based test with a surrogate variable (trait), and the 
empirical likelihood based test using only expression values from 
30 randomly selected individuals out of 100 in each genotypic 
class. For genotype y individuals, the trait and expression have a 
bivariate normal distribution; while for genotype x individuals, a 
skewed bivariate t-distribution is assumed. The type I error rate 
and power are reported for three test sizes: .01, .05 and .10, and 
results appear in that order. 
Py — Px  Wald EL EL 
(with trait) (expression) 
0 .018 .013 .015 
.069 .059 .059 
.121 .109 .124 
.25 .066 .075 .043 
.156 .198 .127 
.219 .276 .199 
.50 .218 .307 .157 
.383 .551 .321 
.491 .677 .450 
.75 .447 .703 .375 
.673 .877 .622 
.786 .931 .744 
1.00 .733 .925 .652 
.886 .984 .855 
.924 .993 .907 
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For the results in Table 4.2, the trait value and expression level have a bivariate 
normal distribution for both genotypic groups, but with different covariance matrices. 
The distribution of trait and expression for genotype y individuals are the same as in the 
simulation for Table 4.1. For genotypic group x, however, the trait and expression have 
a bivariate normal distribution with mean (0, 0), (JM = .5, <tx22 = 2, and (rxV2 = .01. For 
the results in Table 4.3, the distribution for the trait and expression values for genotype 
y individuals is the same as before, but for individuals in genotypic group x, trait and 
expression values have a skewed bivariate t-distribution (Azzalini and Capitanio, 2003) 
with shape parameters a — (4,1), degrees of freedom of five, dispersion matrix 
1.00 -1.30 Q = 
-1.30 2.25 
and mean (0,0). From Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, it can be seen that all three tests 
have satisfactory Type I errors, but the Wald test is less powerful than the empirical 
likelihood test with auxiliary information. Thus the empirical likelihood based test using 
extra trait information can outperform the Wald test when the parametric assumptions 
for the Wald test are violated. Using extra trait data still improves the power relative 
to tests using expression values alone. The results in Table 4.3 are also shown in Figure 
4.2 for test size .05. 
As discussed in Section 4.4, we could preferentially select individuals for microarray 
experiments based on the value of the trait. The result in Section 4.3 require that 
0 < 7rj(^i) < 1, i.e., it is possible for any individual to be selected or excluded for 
microarray experiment. For the simulation results summarized in Table 4.4, in each 
genotypic group, ten individuals are randomly selected from the 15 individuals with the 
highest or the lowest trait value respectively, another ten individuals come from the 70 
individuals in the middle. The empirical likelihood inference is carried out as described 





1.0 1.5 0.0 0.5 
Mean of y Genotype 
Figure 4.2 The power of the Wald test, the empirical likelihood based test 
using a surrogate (trait), and the empirical likelihood ratio test 
using only expression data for the simulation shown in Table 4.3. 
The size of the test is .05. The expression level for individuals 
with genotype x is fixed at 0. The mean for individuals with 
genotype y varies from 0 to 1.25 in increments of 0.25. 
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Table 4.4 The type I error rate and power of the Wald test, the empiri­
cal likelihood based test with a surrogate variable (trait), and 
the empirical likelihood based test using only expression values, 
when the individuals are preferentially selected for microarrays. 
Individuals with more extreme trait values are given preference 
for microarray experiments. The trait and expression have a bi­
variate normal distribution as in the case of Table 4.1. The type 
I error rate and power are reported for three test sizes: .01, .05 
and .10, and results appear in that order. 
- A, Wald EL EL 
(with trait) (expression) 
0 .014 .016 .015 
.053 .058 .053 
.107 .110 .102 
.25 .118 .095 .072 
.265 .217 .170 
.379 .297 .255 
.50 .600 .416 .228 
.795 .640 .418 
.859 .745 .550 
.75 .941 .804 .501 
.988 .934 .728 
.992 .959 .822 
1.00 1.000 .978 .796 
1.000 .992 .930 
1.000 .998 .958 
being selected for that sample. 
As in cases discussed before, empirical likelihood based inference using extra trait 
information has more power than that based solely on expression. But when compared 
to Table 4.1, EL test with extra trait information in this case has less power than when 
individuals are selected completely at random, as the weighting by the inverse of the 
selection probability introduced more variance. Thus selection completely at random is 
preferred in this case. 
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4.6 Conclusion and Discussion 
Selective transcriptional profiling as proposed by Wang and Nettleton (2005) can sig­
nificantly reduce the cost associated with a large number of microarray chips in genetical 
genomics study. However, there will be occasions when the bivariate normal distribution 
and equal covariance assumption in Wang and Nettleton (2005) might be problematic. 
In this article, we develop empirical likelihood based inference for multi-sample compar­
ison with auxiliary data and apply it in the selective transcriptional profiling approach 
setting. It is shown that the idea of using extra relatively inexpensive trait data to 
improve the power in testing the association between a known QTL and transcriptional 
abundance also applies to nonparametric inference with empirical likelihood. When the 
model assumptions in Wang and Nettleton (2005) are satisfied, the empirical likelihood 
method using auxiliary data is only slightly less powerful than the Wald test, and can be 
more powerful when the model assumptions are violated. On the other hand, the Wald 
test often gives satisfactory Type I error rates even when the model assumptions do not 
hold exactly. Thus for ease of computation and explanation, the Wald test should be 
preferred if data are nearly normal, and the variance structures for the two genotypes 
are reasonably close. The empirical likelihood method utilizing extra trait data should 
be used if the data suggest substantial departures from the assumptions used by Wang 
and Nettleton (2005). 
There is recent interest in applying empirical likelihood methods to genetic mapping 
problems. Zou, Fine, and Yandell (2002) and Zou and Fine (2002) developed a partial 
empirical likelihood method for QTL mapping. It will be of interest to see if their 
method can be combined with the selective transcriptional profiling approach when the 
location of the QTL is not certain. 
The theoretical results of Section 4.2 are not limited to the mean functional, though 
we considered only the mean case for selective transcriptional profiling. Similar methods 
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can be employed to compare quantiles, regression coefficients, or other parameters of 
interest between multiple samples when surrogate variables are available. Section 4.3 
further extends the results to missing at random conditions when the probability of 
observation is known. In missing data settings where the propensity score, p(^), is 
unknown, one natural approach is to estimate p(^) with a parametric method similar 
to Rotnitzky and Robins (1995), or with a nonparametric method similar to Hahn (1988). 
It is also shown that estimating the propensity score can in fact improve the efficiency. 
The drawback is that when an estimator for p(#^) is used in the estimating functions, we 
can show that the chi-square calibration for the empirical likelihood ratio no longer holds. 
Instead, the empirical likelihood ratio converges to a linear combination of chi-squares. 
This property is similar to that for the nonparametric imputation method studied in 
Wang and Chen (2006). Wang and Chen (2006) developed a bootstrap calibration for 
empirical likelihood ratio which converges to a linear combination of chi-squares. It will 
be interesting to derive a similar approach for the multi-sample comparison problem. 
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4.8 Appendix 
Suppose that (f3xo, 7^0, Pyo, 7yo) are the true values of the parameters. Recall that we 
use ip E {x, y} and & 6 {X, Y}. The following conditions are needed for Theorem 1. 
CI: Both V tp( U )  = E{U{(3^q)Ut((3^,0)} and V^g) = E{g{^0)gT {l^po)} are positive 
definite, and the ranks of E(dV'g^) and E(d9q^) are p and r respectively. 
C2: ddp*gpt^ is continuous in a neighborhood of /3^0, and both || and ||£A/>(A/0II3 
are bounded in this neighborhood. 
C3: dd^QY is continuous in a neighborhood of 7^0, and both \\dg%^ || and ||5^(7i/')ll3 
are bounded in this neighborhood. 
C4: n^p and —> 00, and n^/(n^ + m,^) —> G (0,1) as min(n^,, m^) —> 00. nx 
and ny are of the same order. 
Proof of Theorem 1: We first derive the expansion of l(l3x,xfx, [3y.  % ) .  i n  w h i c h  t h e  
values of (3X and f:)y can change freely with regard to each other. By similar deriva­
tion to that of Qin and Lawless (1994), we can show that = Op^n^1^3) for v = 
1,2, and 3. Using Taylor expansion on the left sides of (4.4)-(4.6), (4.10), and (4.11) 
around (/3x0, jx0, f3y0,7y0, Oe), where Oe denotes the zero vector of length six, and ignor­
ing the terms of op(n^3), 
"V 
53 = 0, (4.14) 
i= 1 
Tl^ ) 771-0 
9'ipi{lipo)ti,2 + ^2 g'tp(n^+k)(lw)t,p3 = 0, (4.15) 
i=1 k=l 
riip riy 
o)0TP - fyo) - ^(AM0^i(A/>O)4I 
i=l z=l 
Tlip TLip 





y^ff^i(70o)(iy _ lipo) - ^(7I/>o)^z(/3^O)4I 
e=i 
ïi-tp 
52 ^ ^(7^0)^2(7^0)^2 — ~~ ^ ^  9ipi(7^0)1 
i=l i=l 
mTp 





fc=l * =1 









0 E2i g^(7#) EZ^i 9^+t)(W 
^ XT=1 Uifi( A m i ) (  A / > o  )  ^  I 3 » = i  ^ i>i(Pipo)g^i(ii>o) 0 
0 0 S221/J.31 
/ i i v/«>\/-«^w/ -  ipiVyipUJ Z-vi l  w  K.h'ipOjyip  
~ X^=i 9^i(,lipo)U^i(P^o) ^ X)i=l 9ipi(hpo)g^i(lTpo) 0 
1 
my 
n 2^ ^ (n^+k) (7i/.o)5^(„l6+fc)(71/,o), 
fc=l 
and 
SV, = 0 S12 
s12 - S22 
Denote tf = (t^, t^t^Y • Equations (14)-(18) imply that 
S n ( iPx  — PxoY '  (% — IxoY,  (Py  — PyoY 1 (% ~  JyoY> Ki  ^ y )  ~  ~Qn,  
where 
Qn — (O, 0, 0,0, Tnx, Tny) , 
. ÎT-0 nil> mip X T 
Tmp = ynijj UfiiPipo) 1 nip ^ , 9tl)i(ltl>o) 1 nih ^ ] ff^(n,;,+fc)(^1/'o) ) ' 
4=1 i=l fc=l 
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By the manipulation of block matrices, 
sr1 = (S12S22
1S[2) 1s12S221 
S22 s12(S12s22 S12) 1 — S22 + 522 S12(S12S22 S12) ^!2^22 
Also define the following quantities, 
S 1 1 -
where 
^I2x ^22z 
^12 = II 
M" 




E{U^(P^)U^((3^q ) }  E{[/1/,(/3^o)5^(7i/'O)} 
o o 






Standard argument shows that, as min(n^, m^) —> oo, 
S12 Si2, S22 S22, Sn Sn. (4.19) 
Now for 10X,%, fly, 7y), using Taylor expansion on (7) and ignoring the constant term 
log(Tty) + 2log(m^)}, we have 
^(^z, %, Â, %) = ^(^, 7^) + f(/3„, %), 
where 
Tl ' f p  f l i p  f l i p  





"2^-01 ^ ^  U^i( / 3 ^ ( 7 i / > ) ^ 2  ^ip2 ^  y ( 7 iA ) ) ^ v 2  
2=1 2=1 
771-0 




Simplifying (4.20) with (4.16)-(4.18) leads to 
%) — -2t^i 52 ^ (Âa)(Â/> — A/>o) ~ 2fi/,2 53 ~ 7*o) 
i=l t=l 
TH- ip  Y l t p  
_2^/>3 - 7vo) + ^1 5Z 1 
i=l 
Tl^p  71^  
i—1 i=l 
+ ^ 3 5 y 9t(n-u,+k) {'îil>)9il>(n,i,+k) (TVOAw + °p(l) 
fc=l 
— ^V^V"S22V^ — — A/>o)T, {îip — 7i/-o)t) +op(l). (4.21) 
By ignoring the terms of op(n^^3), we have 
^ = ni/> S22i/> S22i/iS12i/j(S12i/'S22'0S12i/') s12i/>'522^,}Tt(^, 
and = 0. Thus 
7z, Â, %) = + Op(l) 
- (\/%, V^^){Z22 - Z^2L(2i2S22 
x(\/"z?L,)A^r + Op(l). (4.22) 
For l(/3,7i,%), the derivation is similar. We need replace si2 with 














12 — ^12x ^12y where 
y* 
12x  
E^(/3o) 0 0 
0 Eg'x(jx0) ^=r^Eg'x( jx0) 
y* 






We can then show 
7 X J  7y )  
x + %,(!)- (4.23) 
Thus 
4^, 7z, %) - %, Â,, %) - V"y7L)Z22 ^(^7%,, V",/C,r, 
where 
W = 2^/'{2L(2i2E^ZL)-'Ei2 - ^ (%%%)-%}2^. 
Note that \/n )T -i- N( Q ,  h P +ir ) ,  t r ( W )  =  p  and that W  is symmetric 
and idempotent. This suggests that 1Z0 has a asymptotic xl distribution. • 
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CHAPTER 5. General Discussion and Future Research 
Since the early 1970's, statistical methods for missing data have seen great advances, 
but there are still areas in need of further research. The most popular method for missing 
data problems as of now is probably the multiple imputation method proposed by Rubin 
(1987). It should be noted that though both multiple imputation and the nonparametric 
imputation method described in this thesis involve generating multiple copies of imputed 
observations for each missing value, there are important differences. In multiple impu­
tation, several "complete" data sets are generated through imputation, and each data 
set is analyzed using methods for complete data. Then the results from these multiple 
inferences are combined to provide the final estimate and the corresponding standard 
error. In the nonparametric imputation method discussed in Chapter 2, the value of 
the estimating function for each incomplete observation is the average over several im­
puted values, and only one inference is made using the empirical likelihood method. 
The theoretical root of multiple imputation is Bayesian, where the imputed value is 
drawn from the predictive distribution of the missing variable. In practice, deriving 
the predictive distribution can sometimes be very difficult or impossible. Practitioners 
often use various versions of hot deck imputation or matching method to make draws 
for missing observations. In one sense, the usage of a kernel estimator of the conditional 
distribution F(y\X) in the nonparametric imputation provides a formal framework for 
"matching" donors of the imputed value. Using empirical likelihood methods gives the 
advantage that both imputation and inference require very few assumptions. Future 
research includes extending the nonparametric imputation method to more complex 
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missing patterns. Particularly for monotone missing patterns, it will be interesting to 
see whether we could impute different variables sequentially with increasing missing 
proportions. The empirical likelihood based inference for multi-sample testing with sur­
rogate variables can be applied to parameters other than the mean functional. In the 
selective transcriptional profiling study, chi-square calibration is sufficient for the cali­
bration of the empirical likelihood ratio. But for cases more complex than that of the 
mean, a bootstrap procedure similar to that of Chen et al. (2003) is probably necessary. 
Extension to include estimated propensity scores is another interesting problem. 
Missing data methods are relevant to biological research for two main reasons. One 
is that as biologists increasingly deal with huge datasets, missing data become more 
prevalent. When data come from different experiments or research projects, it is often 
not possible to have a complete data matrix. Flexible methods with weak model as­
sumptions can help in efficiently utilizing information in the data set. A second aspect 
of missing data problems in biological research involves missingness by design. Since 
many measurements in biological research are financially expensive or technically diffi­
cult to obtain, researchers naturally tend to obtain more data on measurements easy to 
obtain, but only get a small number of observations for measurements that are expen­
sive in money or time. Selective transcriptional profiling is an example of this type of 
experiment. 
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